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the univeRSity of 
melbouRne
established in 1853, the university of melbourne 
is a public-spirited institution that makes distinctive 
contributions to society in research, teaching and 
knowledge transfer.

melbourne’s teaching excellence has been 
rewarded two years in a row by grants from 
the commonwealth Government’s learning 
and teaching Performance fund for Australian 
universities that demonstrate excellence in 
undergraduate teaching and learning.

melbourne was also one of only three Australian 
universities to win ten citations -- the maximum 
number of awards possible -- under the carrick 
citations for outstanding contributions to Student 
learning. the citations recognise commitment 
by university staff who have shown outstanding 
leadership and innovation in teaching, and dedication 
and enthusiasm for student learning.

the tRiPle-heliX

the university of melbourne seeks to be highly 
regarded in research and research training, learning 
and teaching, and engagement.

together these three activities are envisaged as 
a metaphoric triple-helix in which they are closely 
bound, each reinforcing the other. Growing esteem 
takes into account current national and international 
research priorities, aims to assist the university to 
address the pressures of space, size and coherence 
in undergraduate education and ensures a much 
stronger link between public outreach and teaching 
and research.

the first strand – research and research training 
– is core to the mission of the university, linking 
melbourne to the great centres of scholarship 
around the world. the research and research training 
strand allows us both to achieve what we call our 
research outcomes and output and also to train 
research higher degree students including PhD or 
Doctoral research and masters by research.

the second strand – learning and teaching – refers to 
our curriculum (or our courses) and to the experience 
of being a student (such as study groups, support 
services and scholarships).  learning and teaching 
has been of great importance to the university 
since its origin in 1854, and with the inception of 

the melbourne model, undergraduate and graduate 
education have continued to be a central focus of 
thought and investment at the university.

the final strand – engagement – encompasses 
interaction between the university and the wider 
society.  it includes knowledge partnerships, 
interactions with alumni, advancement activities and 
international programs.

Knowledge partnerships are interactions between 
the university and external groups or individuals and 
are essential to the ensuring the university’s public-
spirited character. melbourne will continue to expand 
the number and scope of its knowledge partnerships 
and ensure effective metrics to promote excellence 
in these activities.

the university’s international strategy permeates 
every aspect of the institution’s activities. the 
university will continue to extend and develop its 
international character, through partnerships with 
international universities and organisations and 
programs such as melbourne Global mobility. in 
addition, the university will work towards having 
a more ‘cosmopolitan’ campus, with a view to 
increasing the number of high calibre international 
staff and research higher degree students.

the university values its relationship with alumni, 
and acknowledges that there are many more 
opportunities to be explored. the university seeks 
to engage alumni as advisors on course content, 
as mentors for current students and guides for 
prospective applicants. the university also hopes 
to pursue new engagement opportunities with its 
growing international alumni. in return, alumni are 
able to attend many public events as well as access 
the university’s knowledge base and infrastructure.

Advancement programs support research, 
provide scholarships to students from a variety of 
backgrounds, establish chairs in specific disciplines, 
expand and maintain library facilities and establish 
new infrastructure. the university will continue 
to expand its advancement activities with a major 
campaign in 2010 designed to treble the university’s 
annual income from donations and gifts within five 
years.

the univeRSity of melbouRne university of 
melbourne/
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melbouRne moDel

the melbourne model curriculum was introduced 
in 2008 and offers degrees in three broad cycles. 
At bachelor degree level, students select from 
one of six degrees offering a total of 87 major 
fields of study. these programs lay the intellectual 
foundations for employment or further study.

under the melbourne model, most professional 
qualifications are offered at master’s level, where 
students can choose from a variety of professional 
or specialist graduate programs offering intensive, 
focused graduate-level experiences that promote 
deep professional learning. At Doctoral level, 
students develop research skills working alongside 
international leaders in a broad range of fields.

the key features of the melbourne model are choice 
and flexibility at undergraduate level, together with 
diversity and applicability at graduate level. the 
curriculum caters for students who enter university 
at undergraduate or graduate level with a variety of 
goals: those sure of their chosen path; those who 
have not yet determined their future vocation; and 
those who begin on one path then discover another.

A vital feature of the melbourne model is the 
diversity of flexible educational pathways that it 
offers to students.  the model encompasses a 
wide range of study options and pathways, and 
allows students to make more timely and informed 
decisions about career directions.  each individual 
student is assisted to choose a pathway through the 
melbourne model that is tailored to their developing 
interests and goals.

the melbourne model was introduced to:

•	 Provide flexibility at undergraduate level in order 
to allow for developing interests and enable 
more considered choices by students about 
further study or career options

•	 improve intellectual coherence, research 
relevance and peer interaction at undergraduate 
level

•	 Provide intensive training at graduate level to 
students with greater maturity and breadth of 
perspective in order to deliver better personal 
and professional outcomes

•	 Strengthen preparation for doctoral research and 
academic mobility

•	 Develop graduates with defined educational, 
aspirational and personal attributes

 

whAt will the univeRSity 
looK liKe in 10 yeARS
by 2020, there will be many new aspects of the university, but the 
distinct ‘melbourne’ feel will remain. Alumni will be at home on 
the campus whilst marveling at the new technological and physical 
offerings. A seamless interplay will exist between the historic beauty 
of the campus and the requirements for student engagement a decade 
from now.  

in research, the university will have found a balance between 
traditional depth and cross-disciplinary activities and be regarded 
internationally as a pillar of intellectual strength. work will address 
major societal concerns whilst simultaneously fulfilling the need for 
excellence in individual disciplines. Researchers from the university 
will routinely interact with others globally. ideas will be effectively 
communicated to society. 

by 2020 students and researchers will benefit from the victorian life 
Sciences computation initiative, and the university’s engagement 
with the yet to be built Parkville comprehensive cancer centre. the 
Parkville neurosciences building now under construction will be a 
focal point for activity in the field, as will be the Peter Doherty institute 
for immunology. university researchers will have made significant 
progress in the development of the world’s most advanced bionic eye.

in learning and teaching, the melbourne model will have been 
producing high quality graduates for a decade. the student profile will 
consist of a near even balance between undergraduate and graduate 
students. the student cohort will be a diverse mix from all over the 
world selected from those most likely to be academically excellent, 
leaders in communities, attuned to cultural diversity and active global 
citizens, regardless of personal circumstance. between 2015 and 2020, 
assuming reasonable funding conditions, the university will reduce the 
size of the student cohort to improve educational outcomes.

At the undergraduate level, students will have access to clearly defined 
pathways that lead to external employment, graduate studies or 
research higher degrees. the combination of breadth and disciplinary 
depth will be highly valued and a significant reason for students 
choosing melbourne.

by 2020 the number of graduate schools will have stabilised, and 
melbourne will be regarded as the premier provider of professional 
training in the southern hemisphere. the graduate student population 
will be a diverse mix of students that did their undergraduate courses at 
melbourne, students from other institutions and professionals wishing 
to further their education.  the graduate classroom will be a place 
where robust intellectual discourse is encouraged and educational 
pedagogy is finely tuned to the advanced skills of the graduate cohort.

by 2020, the university will have in place infrastructure and systems 
that guarantee students have a ‘melbourne experience’ unmatched 
in quality by other Australian comprehensive research institutions. 
As part of the campus offerings, students will have greater access to 
residential programs through colleges and will enjoy a more integrated 
university campus. Advancement activities over the next decade will 
ensure appropriate financial support for students in need.

Publicly, the university’s degree structure will be considered a
‘normal’ and ‘appropriate’ part of the Australian higher education
landscape. the university will be regarded as a producer of
exceptional graduates and a fine place to work, study or visit.
through engagement programs the university will fulfill its promise
to be public-spirited, being part of the local, national and global
community within which it exists.

university of 
melbourne/
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the fAculty of Science

OUR MISSION:
“to be leaders in Physics with global impact”

fAculty of 
Science

About uS 

one of the oldest science faculties in Australia, 
we celebrated our centenary in 2003. the faculty 
provides a range of teaching and postgraduate 
training programs and community services, 
based on a solid foundation of research in the 
pure and applied sciences. it comprises four 
schools and five departments - botany, chemistry, 
earth Sciences, Physics, Genetics, information 
Systems, mathematics & Statistics, optometry 
& vision Sciences, and Zoology, and it has an 
active involvement in 13 competitively funded 
research centres. over 6,500 undergraduate and 
postgraduate students are enrolled across its 10 
undergraduate and 12 postgraduate courses and its 
honours program.

faculty staff gain approximately $22 million a year in 
competitive research grants, through peer-assessed 
grants, the Australian Research council (ARc), 
the national health and medical Research council 
(nhmRc) and other national funding and industry 
agencies. its international agenda includes joint 
research ventures, exchange of staff and students, 
recruitment of overseas students and the inclusion 
of a global perspective in curricula. through the 
quality of its research and teaching, the faculty 
enjoys a strong reputation, both nationally and 
internationally.

hiStoRy of the fAculty

the faculty of Science was formally constituted in 
1903 under the first Dean, Professor henry laurie, 
although science has been taught since 1854 when 
the first Professors of mathematics and natural 
science joined the university. initially the disciplines 
taught within the faculty included chemistry, 
Physiology, biology (including elementary botany), 
Geology and minerology, as well as subjects from 
the Schools of mathematics and natural Philosophy 
(Physics). over the years, Genetics, information 
Systems, and optometry have been added to this 
list.

faculty of 
science/
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the School of 
PhySicS
it is an exciting time to be studying physics in the 
21st century: it is an enabling science that expands 
our knowledge of the universe and underpins new 
technologies that benefit our society. the School 
of Physics is well established and is internationally 
respected for its research excellence, broad-
based undergraduate courses, and a challenging 
and rewarding postgraduate experience. our 
collaborations are aligned with the world’s leading 
research groups and facilities. we address some of 
the most important and fundamental problems of 
our age. 

our programs in astrophysics, theoretical particle 
and experimental particle physics explore questions 
relating to the origin, evolution and fate of our 
universe. Aligned with high energy physics programs 
taking place in Switzerland (ceRn), the School 
has considerable expertise in grid computing, 
neutrino physics and physics beyond the ‘Standard 
model’. the liGo gravitational wave detector 
project is designed to measure gravity waves, as 
yet unseen but predicted by einstein. the mwA 
low frequency radio telescope is a facility currently 
under construction in outback western Australia. 
Designed to capture signals from the early reaches 
of the universe, it is another tool that will increase 
our understanding of the universe. 

the School has strengths in the exploration of 
matter and light interactions, particularly in advanced 
materials utilising diamond and silicon, quantum 
information science, photonics, advanced electron 
microscopy, nanoscale imaging, nanoelectronics, 
all the way down to the single atom and photon. 
working closely with the Australian Synchrotron, our 
leading centre for coherent X-Ray Science employs 
X-Ray diffraction techniques and an interdisciplinary 
team of physicists, biologists and chemists to 
explore the structural determination of single 

biological molecules. Solving this problem is critical 
to rational drug design and biotechnology. with 
inter-institutional partners, the centre for Quantum 
computer technology is building, at the atomic level, 
a solid-state quantum computer in silicon which will 
revolutionise computing industries. 

the administration area of the School has recently 
been renovated to provide a vibrant first point of 
contact for students, staff and visitors, bringing 
together the head of School and the administrative 
team.  currently some 23 academic staff, 28 support 
staff, 35 research-only staff, and more than 80 
postgraduate students make up the School. Skilled 
technical staff operate, maintain and develop, 
complex instrumentation and equipment to support 
the teaching and research activities of the School.

the School of Physics hosts the centre of 
excellence in coherent X-Ray Science and the 
melbourne node of the centre of excellence for 
Quantum computer technology. other centres that 
operate within the School are the micro-Analytical 
Research centre and the Research centre for high 
energy Physics.

located in the heart of cosmopolitan melbourne, 
the School is part of a vibrant campus environment 
and is a great place to study, as evidenced by 
internationally benchmarked ranking indicators.

the School of PhySicS

OUR MISSION:
“to be leaders in Physics with global impact”

the School hAS 6 ReSeARch 
GRouPS
•	 AStRoPhySicS (AStRo)

•	 eXPeRimentAl PARticle PhySicS (ePP)

•	 micRo-AnAlyticAl ReSeARch centRe (mARc)

•	 oPticS

•	 theoReticAl conDenSeD mAtteR PhySicS (tcmP)

•	 theoReticAl PARticle PhySicS (tPP)

school of 
physics/

faculty of 
science/
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the School of PhySicS

Professor David Jamieson (Head) & Ms Helen 
Conley (Executive Manager) at the Part II/IIILab 
opening with Professor Rob Saint (Dean of 
Science) looking on 

head’s 
report/

new South wales, with Physics at 
melbourne contributing significantly 
through Professors lloyd hollenberg 
(centre Deputy Director) and David 
jamieson.  this centre will enhance and 
secure Australia’s lead in the global race to 
develop strategic information technologies 
based on the laws of quantum physics.  
these three new centres will join our 
on-going ARc centre of excellence for 
coherent X-ray Science led by Professor 
Keith nugent.

A number of our staff received significant 
recognition for their achievements in 2010.  
Professor Rachel webster was inducted 
into the victorian honour Roll for women 
for her contributions to science.  She was 
also awarded the Australian learning 
and teaching council 2010 citation for 
outstanding contributions to Student 
learning.  the Australian institute of 
Physics’ Alan walsh medal for Services 
to industry for 2010 was awarded to 
Associate Professor Rob Scholten for his 
work on developing and marketing high-
precision laser instrumentation.  Professor 
les Allen was awarded an Australian 
Professorial fellowship from the Australian 
Research council to commence in 2011.  
both Professors Ray volkas and Steven 
Prawer were recognized by the Australian 
Academy of Science for the distinction of 
their research and were elected as fellows 
of the Academy.  we also had four of our 
staff promoted to Associate Professor:  Dr 
jeff mccallum, Dr Andrew melatos, Dr 
Andrew Greentree and Dr harry Quiney all 
effective january 1 2011.

our students also achieved recognitions 
for their work.  the Australian optical 
Society Postgraduate Student Award for 
2010 has been awarded to Sebastian 
Saliba.  the 2010 warsash Award was 
presented to elaine miles at the 2010 AiP 
congress with elaine’s accompanying 
article published in the Australian optical 
Society newsletter.  babs fairchild 
received the young investigator oral 

heAD’S RePoRt
the School of Physics received a 
significant accolade when the outcomes 
of the 2010 “excellence in Research 
for Australia” (eRA) process were 
announced.  the discipline of Physical 
Sciences at the university of melbourne 
received the highest possible rating, 5, in 
the eRA evaluation exercise conducted 
by the Australian Research council 
(ARc).  All of our Physical Sciences sub-
disciplines also received the highest 
allocated ratings.  the ratings were based 
on a combination of metrics and peer 
review.  this shows our discipline is “.... 
characterised by evidence of outstanding 
performance well above world standard 
presented by the suite of indicators used 
for evaluation”.  A team led by Professor 
Ray volkas worked hard to manage our 
eRA submission which documented over 
1,700 publications in physics journals for 
the period 2003-8!

in 2010 we learned that our proposals 
to participate in three new Australian 
Research council centres of excellence 
had been successful.  Starting in 2011 
the ARc centre of excellence for Particle 
Physics at the tera-Scale ($25.2m over 
7 years) will be led by Professor Geoff 
taylor and will coordinate terascale high 
energy physics research across Australia, 
creating new research groups at the 
universities of Adelaide and Sydney 
and augmenting groups at melbourne 
and monash.  we will participate in the 
ARc centre of excellence for All-sky 
Astrophysics ($20.6m over 7 years) led 
by the university of Sydney, with Physics 
at melbourne contributing significantly 
through Professors Rachel webster and 
Stuart wyithe and with the development 
of the ultimate all-sky telescope, the 
Square Kilometre Array, as a goal. we 
will also participate in the ARc centre of 
excellence for Quantum computation 
and communication technology ($24.5m 
over 7 years) led by the university of 

Presentation award at the Diamond 2010 
conference in budapest.  the chancellor’s 
Prize for excellence in the PhD thesis 
was awarded to Andrew v. martin for 
his thesis covering two research themes 
- phase imaging and aspects of atomic 
resolution microscopy.  Andrew received 
glowing reports from his examiners who 
commented on the clarity and elegance of 
his work.

the School was also very active with 
outreach activities.  we presented the 
2010 july lectures in Physics on the 
theme of the 50th anniversary of the 
laser to large and enthusiastic audiences.  
we ran in-Service programs for physics 
teachers.  finally our work received many 
mentions in the popular media with 
articles on the large hadron collider, the 
diamond-based work for the bionic eye 
project, the breakthroughs in the centre 
for Quantum computer technology that 
led to the single electron spin readout 
device and initiatives in geothermal power.  
All this activity takes place alongside our 
very crowded teaching program where 
we present one of Australia’s most 
comprehensive undergraduate degree 
programs to more than 1,500 students 
every day during the semester.  we look 
forward to celebrating Physics across a 
broad spectrum of activities in 2011!

Professor David Jamieson
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School GoveRnAnce
the School continues to be well served by the following 
committee Structure and membership.

AcADemic PRoGRAmS

Robert Scholten (chair), helen conley, Andrew Greentree, 
thomas jacques, michelle livett, jeff mccallum, Andrew 
melatos, harry Quiney, Roger Rassool, Ann Roberts, 
martin Sevior, Rachel webster, Kate Spiden (executive 
officer)

KnowleDGe enGAGement

Andy martin (chair), elisabetta barberio, chris chantler, 
helen conley, David jamieson, hermine landt, Roger 
Rassool, Ann Roberts, Sebastian Saliba, cassandra 
lovejoy (executive officer)

Policy

David jamieson (chair), les Allen, helen conley, Adrian 
D’Alfonso, tony Gherghetta, lloyd hollenberg, thomas 
jacques, vivien lee, jeff mccallum, Andy martin, Keith 
nugent, Steven Prawer, Ann Roberts, Robert Scholten, 
Geoff taylor, Ray volkas, Rachel webster, Stuart wyithe, 
hayley campbell (executive officer)

ReSeARch & ReSeARch tRAininG

les Allen (chair), nicole bell, helen conley, brant Gibson, 
cilla Gloger, jayne thompson, Andy martin, Andrew 
melatos, Ray volkas, Stuart wyithe, Kate Spiden(executive 
officer)

enviRonmentAl heAlth & SAfety

jeff mccallum (chair), helen conley, Steve Damon, colin 
entwisle, Steve Gregory, Pawan Kashyap, ling lin, Phil 
lyons, wayne Powrie, Paul Spizziri, cassandra lovejoy 
(executive officer)

School

David jamieson (chair), all staff, laurence Deam, hayley 
campbell(executive officer)

School eXecutive

David jamieson (chair), les Allen, cheryl burrell, helen 
conley, Ann Roberts, Robert Scholten, hayley campbell 
(executive officer)

ex officios: jeff mccallum, Andy martin, Geoff taylor, 
Rachel webster

the School of PhySicS 
committeeS meet APPRoX. five 
timeS PeR yeAR to PRoviDe ADvice 
& ASSiSt with imPlementinG & 
DeveloPinG new oR eXiStinG 
PolicieS & StRAteGieS with the Aim 
of enhAncinG the oPeRAtion of 
the School

eXecutive mAnAGeR’S RePoRt

the teaching and Research effort of the School has been well supported 
again this year by a strong team of professional staff. with students 
moving into the third year of the melbourne model bSc, laboratory staff 
continued to manage large numbers of students doing new labs including 
the staging of further night labs. the introduction of a new student 
management system iSiS and its integration with our existing systems, 
provided a number of challenges which were effectively dealt with 
through the efforts of all the team.

builDinG woRKS

enhancements to the School’s air conditioning system were completed 
during 2010. A new system was installed in the main air handling units 
on the roof to pre-cool the air being drawn into the building during hot 
summer days. this work has had the effect of considerably improving the 
capacity of the School’s air conditioning to provide a comfortable office 
environment throughout the School. on-going work to replace faulty air 
handling actuators into 2011 will further improve comfort for the staff and 
students.

the end of 2010 saw the commencement of the renovation of the 2nd floor 
of the Physics South building. in an arrangement between the School and 
the faculty of Science this wing of Physics South will now be used by the 
faculty to house the Graduate School of Science. the new refurbished 
area will house the School staff, Graduate student study rooms, a 
computer room for teaching and student access. the area will also be 
able to be used for small conferences in conjunction with the use of the 
adjacent laby and hercus theatres. finally the newly established School 
of Physics museum will now be housed in this area giving the museum 
exhibits prominent display.

PRofeSSionAl StAff chAnGeS

A number of staff changes have occurred during the year.  mr Andrew 
tierney, who was the executive officer for the melbourne materials 
institute left to pursue a career with the local government.  ms hayley 
campbell and miss Patricia Gigliuto were awarded continuing positions for 
their outstanding dedication to School Administration.  there were also a 
number of casual staff changes in the Administration area. 

in response to structural changes within central it in 2009, the faculty 
of Science made a decision to create two it clusters and 2010 saw a 
transition to the implementation of a cluster with three other departments. 
effectively this has meant that although the Physics it staff have 
physically remained within the School, and continue to provide a valuable 
service, linh vu, Sean crosby, Kathryn Sparks and Sean hooley will no 
longer be Physics employees. their contribution to the School over many 
years is greatly appreciated.

the School’s research success in now hosting four ARc centres of 
excellence will have an effect on the Professional staff within the School. 
Additional staff to support these centres will be recruited in 2011 and 
plans have already been put into place to manage the extra administrative 
workload of the centres across the new and existing staff within the 
School. 

finally, at the end of 2010 the School executive manager, helen conley, 
left to undertake a new career. helen had been with the School for 7 years 
and over that time had provided strong leadership to the professional team 
across the School. we wish her well in her new endeavors.

Executive Manager (Interim), Mr David Varvel

executive 
manager’s 
report

head’s 
report/
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teAchinG & ReSeARch 
AcADemicS
heAD of School AnD PRofeSSoR 

David Norman Jamieson

bSc(hons), PhD melb, fAiP, finst, mAPS 
Research interests: Quantum computing, 
nanotechnology, quantum physics, diamond, silicon, 
ion beam physics and analysis, ion implantation, 
microprobes, semiconductors, charge injection in 
semiconductors

teaching interests: Advanced physics, 
electromagnetism & Special relativity, further 
classical & Quantum mechanics

DePuty heAD of School AnD ASSociAte 
PRofeSSoR

Ann Roberts

bSc(hons) PhD Syd, mAiP

Research interests: optics, Photonics, 
nanophotonics, imaging, microscopy

teaching interests: General first year physics, optics 
and advanced electromagnetism

feDeRAtion fellow & lAuReAte 
PRofeSSoR

Keith Alexander Nugent

bSc(hons) Adelaide, PhD Anu, fAA fAiP 

Research interests: optics, synchrotron science, 
x-rays, coherence, quantitative phase imaging, 
biophysics, protein membrane imaging

feDeRAtion fellow

Tony Gherghetta

bSc(hons), uwA mS, PhD chicago

Research interests: Particle physics beyond the 
standard model, Supersymmetry, branes and extra 
dimensions, AdS/cft correspondence, Particle 
phenomenology, the early universe

PRofeSSoRS

Leslie John Allen

bSc(hons), mSc Port elizabeth, PhD Sth Africa

Research interests: Atomic resolution imaging 
and spectroscopy, electron scattering, inner-shell 
ionization, phase imaging

teaching interests: Atomic, molecular and Solid 
State Physics; Scattering & imaging 

Steven Prawer

bSc(hons), PhD monash, DSc melb, mAiP mRS 
fAA

Research interests: Quantum information 
processing, diamond, ion implantation, 
micromachining, quantum optics, quantum 
communication, ion beam analysis, single photon 
sources, qubits, nanotechnology

teaching interests: biomedical Physics, quantum 
mechanics

Raymond Robert Volkas 

bSc(hons) PhD melb fAiP fAA

Research interests: beyond the standard model, 
neutrinos, branes and extra dimensions, particle 
cosmology, particle phenomemology, early universe

teaching interests: Advanced quantum mechanics, 
Quantum mechanics, quantum field theory

Rachel Lindsey Webster

bSc monash, mSc Sussex, PhD cambridge

Research interests: radio astronomy, cosmology, 
terabyte datasets, low frequency radio telescope, 
first stars, epoch of reionisation, galaxy formation, 
solar wind, quasars, gravitational lensing, eResearch

teaching interests: Solar systems & cosmos, 
advanced electromagnetism and special relativity, 
astrophysics and optics

AuStRAliAn PRofeSSoRiAl fellowS & 
PRofeSSoRS

Lloyd Christopher Hollenberg

bSc(hons) PhD melb, mAiP

Research interests: theoretical quantum computing 
and information, qubit system modeling and control, 
algorithm, single electron transistor, decoherence of 
gate operations, quantum error correction

Geoffrey Norman Taylor

bSc(hons) mSc uwA, PhD hawaii, mAiP mAPS

Research interests: high energy particle physics, 
physics beyond the Standard model, ceRn 
laboratory, AtlAS project, supersymmetry, higgs 
boson, cP violation, GRiD computing, positron 
emission topography, medical physics

StAffstaff/



teaching interests: Principals and applications of 
Physics, Quantum mechanics and thermal Physics, 
electrodynamics

ARc Queen eliZAbeth ii fellowS

Andrew Greentree

bSc(hons) Adel, PhD Anu, mAiP

Research interests:

Quantum computing, Phosphorus in silicon, 
diamond in quantum information processing, qubits, 
atom-photon interactions,electromagnetically-
induced transparency

SenioR lectuReRS

Nicole Bell

bSc(hons) PhD melb

Research interests: beyond the Standard 
model, cosmology, neutrino physics, branes and 
extra dimensions, particle cosmology, particle 
phenomenology, early universe

teaching interests: Quantum mechanics, Advanced 
Physics, thermal Physics 

Andrew McCallum Martin

bSc(hons) PhD lancaster

Research interests: theoretical condensed matter 
physics, bose-einstein condensation, Quantum hall 
effect, superfluids, superconductivity

teaching interests: further classical & Quantum 
mechanics, Advanced thermal Physics, condensed 
matter physics

Andrew Melatos

bSc PhD Syd

Research interests: neutron stars, gravitational 
waves, plasma physics, superfluids

teaching interests: Advanced electrodynamics, 
Statistical mechanics

Jeffrey McCallum

bSc(hons) PhD melb

Research interests: epitaxy and defect studies in 
silicon, semi-conductor physics disorder defects 
and amorphisation, open volume defects, ion 
implantation, solid phase epitaxial growth, shallow 
junctions, new materials science

teaching interests: Standard Physics, Advanced 
Physics, Quantum mechanics and thermal Physics

Roger Paul Rassool

bSc(hons) PhD melb

Research interests: Particle and nuclear physics, 
nuclear particle photons, industrial applications of 
physics, instrumentation, silicon detectors, medical 
physics

teaching interests: Standard Physics, instruments 
for Scientists, energy & environment
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teaching interests: Principles and Applications of 
Physics b, advanced electromagnetism and special 
relativity

ARc Queen eliZAbeth ii fellow & 
PRofeSSoR

Stuart Wyithe

bSc(hons) PhD melb

Research interests: Astrophysics, cosmology, first 
stars, reionization, black holes, gravitational lensing, 
the early universe, eclipsing binaries, quasars

teaching interests: extragalactic astrophysics & 
cosmology; computational Physics

ASSociAte PRoffeSSoRS & ReADeRS

Luigia Elisabetta Barberio 

mSc bologna, PhD Siegen 

Research interests: experimental particle physics, 
dark matter, cosmology, 

AtlAS experiment, ceRn laboratory, higgs boson, 
structure of the universe, origin of the mass

teaching interests: Standard Physics, Subatomic 
Physics, Particle Physics 

Christopher Thomas Chantler

bSc(hons) uwA, DPhil oxford

Research interests: X-ray optics, Synchrotron, 
X-ray Absorption fine Structure, powder diffraction, 
radiation shielding, atomic physics & quantum 
electro-dynamics, condensed matter physics

teaching interests: electromagnetism & Special 
Relativity; thermal Physics; Advanced Quantum 
optics

Robert Scholten

bSc Adelaide, bSc(hons) PhD flinders, mAiP, 
mAPS

Research interests: atom optics, quantum optics, 
atomic physics, laser cooling, imaging, quantum 
imaging, atomic coherence, lasers

teaching interests: Advanced Physics, biomedical 
physics, astrophysics and optics, quantum 
mechanics

ASSociAte PRofeSSoRS

Michelle Livett

bSc(hons), PhD latrobe, Diped mcAe, mAiP

Research interests: Physics education

teaching interests: biomedical Physics

Martin Edmund Sevior

bSc(hons) PhD melb, fAiP

Research interests: high energy Physics, quarks, 
anti-matter, higgs particle, Data Grid

staff/
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tutoRS

James Richmond

llb(hons) bSc(hons) melb

ReSeARch-only AcADemicS
PRofeSSoRiAl fellow

Robert John Sault

be(hons) PhD Syd

SenioR ReSeARch fellowS

Ruben Dilanyan, bSc(hons) PhD Russia 

Harry Morris Quiney, bSc(hons) mSc monash,  
DPhil oxford

AuStRAliAn ReSeARch fellow

Snjezana Tomljenovic-Hanic, mSc yugoslavia PhD 
Anu

AuStRAliAn PoStDoctoRAl fellow

James Bolton, mSc PhD united Kingdom

Antonio Limosani, bSc(hons) PhD melb

ReSeARch fellowS

Brian Abbey, mSc PhD cambridge

Andrew Alves, bSc(hons) PhD Rmit 

Susan Angus, be(hons) PhD unSw

Akin Budi, bASci PhD Rmit

Stefania Castelletto, bSc(hons) mSc PhD turin

Bo Chen, beng heifei, PhD Science & technology 
china

Alberto Cimmino, bSc naples mSc PhD melb

Adrian D’Alfonso, be(hons) bSc(hons) PhD melb

Uli Felzmann, PhD Germany

Robert Foot, bSc(hons) PhD melb

Austin Fowler, bSc(hons) PhD melb

Kumaravelu Ganesan, bSc mSc Sri lanka, PhD 
canterbury

Brant Gibson, be PhD latrobe

Shrihari Gopalakrishna, be india mSc u Arkanses 
PhD uc Davis

Charles Hill, bSc(hons) Anu PhD Queensland 

Dansha Jiang, bSc PhD china

Brett Johnson, bSc(hons) PhD melb 

Mark Junker, bSc louisiana mSc PhD texas 

Archil Kobakhidze, bSc mSc PhD tbilisi ivanc 
javakhishvili State

Jessica Kvansakul, mSc PhD london

Hermine Landt, mSc PhD Germany

Desmond Lau, bSc(hons) PhD Rmit

Ling Lin, mSc PhD new Zealand

Julius Orwa, mSc uSA, PhD melb

Kalliopi Petraki, bSc(hons) thessaloniki mSc PhD 
uclA

Bart Pindor, bSc canada PhD uSA 

Olena Ponomarenko, mSc ukraine, bmAt PhD 
newcastle

Corey Putkunz, bSc(hons) la trobe PhDnicholas 
Setzer, bSc bA PhD uSA 

Gary Ruben, bSc(hons) PhD monash

David Sheludko, AmusA bmus bSc(hons)

David Simpson, bSc(hons) PhD vut

Paul Spizzirri, bAppSc Swinburne PhD melb

Chiara Tonini, bSc PhD italy

David Vine, bSc(hons) PhD monash

Benedict Von Harling, bSc mSc PhD Germany

Martin White, bS mSc PhD united Kingdom

Changyi Yang, bSc nanjing, mSc Shanghai, PhD 
lund
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honoRARy AcADemicS
PRofeSSoRS emeRituS

Herbert Bolotin, bSc cuny mSc PhD indiana DSc 
fAiP

David Caro, DSc(hons) mSc llb(hons) tas PhD 
birm. obe Ae fAce fAiP 

Anthony George Klein, Am bee PhD DSc melb 
fAA honfAiP

Colin Arnold Ramm, mSc uwA PhD birm flnstP 
fAiP

PRofeSSoRiAl fellowS

Allan Clark, bSc(hons) tas, DPhil oxford

Tien Kieu, bSc(hons) Qld PhD edin 

Bruce HJ McKellar, bSc(hons) PhD Syd DSc melb, 
fAA finstP fAiP fAPS

Fulvio Melia, bSc(hons) melb PhD mit

Jeremy Mould, bSc(hons) melb PhD Anu

Colin Norman, be melb PhD oxon

Gerard Milburn, bSc(hons) Griffith PhD new 
Zealand

PRinciPAl fellowS with the title 
ASSociAte PRofeSSoR

Ken Amos, bsc(hons) PhD Adel DSc melb, fAiP

David Cookson, bSc(hons) PhD monash

Timothy Davis, bS(hons) PhD melb

Trevor Finlayson, bSc Qld PhD monash

Norman Edward Frankel, bSc mit PhD melb

Girish Chandra Joshi, bSc Agra mSc Alld PhD 
Delhi mAiP

James Jury, bSc mSc PhD tor

Tomas Kron, bSc PhD Germany

George Legge, bSc(hons) mSc PhD melb

Edmund Gerard Muirhead, mSc PhD melb mAiP

Chris Ryan, bSc(hons) PhD melb

Alan Edwin Charles Spargo, bSc PhD uwA mAiP

Maxwell Norman Thompson, mSc PhD melb DSc 
fAiP

John William Graydon Wignall, bA bSc mSc 
melb PhD cambridge

SenioR fellowS

Brendan Allman, bSc(hons) PhD melb Diped 
monash mbA latrobe

David Bardos, bSc(hons) PhD melb

Mark Boland, bSc(hons) PhD melb

Valery Natan Gurarie, mSc PhD moscow

Shane Huntington, mSc melb PhD melb

Steven Trpkovski, bSc(hons) PhD vicu

Gareth Moorhead, bSc(hons) PhD melb GAiP

Graeme O’Keefe, bSc PhD melb

Salvy Peter Russo, bSc melb PhD Rmit

fellowS

Catherine Buchanan, bSc(hons) PhD melb

Stefania Castelletto, bSc mSc PhD italy

Jared Cole, PhD melb

Roland Crocker, bSc(hons) PhD melb

Jason Doukas, bSc PhD melb

Rohan Dowd, bSc(hons) PhD melb

Matthew Downton, mphys (hons) PhD uK

Barbara Etschmann, bSc(hons) PhD uwA

Adrian Flitney, bSc tas PhD Adel

David Floyd, mphys PhD Scotland

Paul Fraser, bSc(hons) PhD melb

Duncan Galloway, bSc(hons) PhD tas

Moshi Geso, PhD calif

Faruque Hossain, bSc(hons) mSc bankgladesh 
mengSc nSw PhD japan 

David Hoxley, bSc(hons) PhD melb

Sasikaran Kandasamy, meng PhD london 

Steven Karataglidis, bSc mSc melb AssDipmusic 
PhD melb

Jamie Laird, bSc(hons) PhD melb

Robert McLeod, bSc mSc PhD uSA

Steven Melnikoff, bSc(hons) mSc PhD uSA

Martin Meyer, bA bSc(hons) PhD melb

Julius Orwa, bSc(hons) mSc uSA PhD melb

Alicia Oshlack, bSc(hons) PhD melb

Christopher Pakes, bSc(hons) PhD birmingham

Donald Payne, bSc(hons) PhD melb

Andrew Peele, bSc llb PhD melb

Carlos Peralta, bSc(hons) PhD melb

Olena Ponomarenko, PhD newcastle mSc bmath 
ukraine

Andrew Alan Rawlinson, bSc PhD Adel

Patrick Reichart, PhD munich

Peter Robertson, bSc(hons) mSc melb

Robert Sault, be(hons) PhD Syd

Manoj Sridhar, bSc(hons) mSc PhD uSA

Juris Svenne, bASc canada PhD mit

Maurizio Toscano, Diped bSc(hons) PhD melb

Lincoln Turner, bSc(hons) flin PhD melb

Phillip Urquijo, bSc(hons) PhD melb

Dirk Van der Knijf, bA melb Grad Dip cit mSc 
melb

Cameron Wellard, bSc PhD melb

Laurens Willems Van Beveren, mSc PhD the 
netherlands

Richard Wilman, mphys(hons) PhD uK
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PRofeSSionAl StAff 

eXecutive mAnAGeR Ms Helen Conley, bSc Deakin Diped monash, Adv. Dip Gestalt Psycotherapy

ActinG eXecutive mAnAGeR Mr David Varvel, bA(Physics) mcomm(marketing)

ADminiStRAtion

finAnce mAnAGeR Ms Cheryl Burrell, bA Swinburne

finAnce officeR Ms Patricia Gigliuto, bSc melb

finAnce officeR Ms Diana Bell, PgD history melb

ReSeARch AnD ADminiStRAtion mAnAGeR Ms Cilla Gloger, nhDip Administration South Africa

ADminiStRAtoR Ms Kate Spiden

StuDent ADminiStRAtoR Mr David Wolf

RecePtioniSt/ADminiStRAtion ASSiStAnt Ms Marie Christodulaki, mA Publishing and communications

RecePtioniSt/ADmiStRAtion ASSiStAnt Ms Eliza Drake

PA to heAD & ADminiStRAtoR Mrs Hayley Campbell, Dip intDes

cXS chief eXecutive officeR Ms Tania Smith, Gradcert vetiS and AdvDip Arts vut

cXS PA & ADminiStRAtoR Ms Rosslyn Ball

mARc/cQct ADminiStRAtoR Ms Janet Carlon

AStRo - ADminiStRAtoR Mrs Lisa Lansfield, bADipml (japanese) melb

mmi eXecutive officeR Mr Andrew Tierney

mmi eXecutive ASSiStAnt & uom SeXuAl 
hARASSment ADviSeR

Ms Akina Mikami, bA(hons), mA media and communications Dipfrench melb

mmi communicAtionS & PRoject officeR
Ms Annabelle Pontvianne, bSc(hons) Applied Physics, mSc Science 
communication

infoRmAtion technoloGy

it mAnAGeR Mr Linh Vu, bcomSci  melb

it SuPPoRt SuPeRviSoR Ms Kathryn Sparks, bcomSci melb

it SuPPoRt officeR Mr Sean Hooley,  nhDip info tech uK

SyStem ADminiStRAtoR Mr Sean Crosby, bSc(hons) melb

libRARiAn Ms Shirley Wong

lAboRAtoRy SuPPoRt

teAchinG ADminiStRAtive officeR Mr Colin Entwisle, bSc(hons) melb

unDeRGRADuAte lAboRAtoRy ASSiStAnt 
& 2/3 yeAR lAboRAtoRy cooRDinAtoR

Mr Stephen Marshall, bSc Diped

unDeRGRADuAte lAboRAtoRy ASSiStAnt Mr Jude Prezens, bAppSc Rmit

technicAl officeR Mr Steven Damen, bSc ballarat

technicAl officeR Mr Philip Lyons

technicAl SuPPoRt

technicAl mAnAGeR
Mr Roland Szymanski, Postgrad Dip vacuum technolgy, certificate industrial 
electronics

SenioR technicAl officeR Mr Jonathan Wayne Powrie, cert toolmaking, fitter & turner

SenioR electRonicS techniciAn Mr Sandor Szilagyi

technicAl officeR Mr Ashley French, cert mechanical instrumentation making, fitter & turner

technicAl officeR Mr Stephen Gregory, bAppSc(hons), be melb

technicAl officeR Mr Michael Zammit, cert fitter & turner 
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viSitoRS

eAch yeAR the School of PhySicS  
PRouDly hoStS A RAnGe of viSitoRS 
incluDinG hiGhly DiStinGuiSheD 
SPeAKeRS & viSitinG AcADemicS & 
StuDentS inDuStRy contActS 

Dr brendan Allman
bSc(hons) PhD melb 
Diped monash mbA 
latrobe

iata imaging Pty ltd

ms Aletta bunge univesity of hanover, Germany

ms Sarah ole bSc uSA mount holyoke college in massechusetts

Prof eliezer finkman bSc mSc DSc israel
Department of electrical engineering, technion - israel institute of 
technology

Prof herbert fried Dept. of Physics, brown university, uSA

Prof mark fromhold bSc(hons) PhD uK
lyle fellow, School of Physics, university of melbourne, Dept of 
Astronomy, university of nottingham

mr luuk hennen mAPhys the netherlands eindhoven university of technology, the netherlands

Prof Alon hoffman bSc mSc DSc israel Dept of chemistry, technion, israel

Prof Rafi Kalish mSc PhD israel institute of Solid State Physics, technion, israel

mr Stefan Kaufmann
DipPhys Diped eth 
Zurich

Swiss federal institute of technology, Zurich

ms Rose footini 
Koopman

bSc the netherlands university of Amsterdam

Dr Katherine mack bSc(hons) PhD uSA institute of Astronomy, university of cambridge, uK

Dr Kristian mcdonald bSc(hons PhD melb tRiumf, vancouver, canada

mr Roel Roijmans bAPhys the netherlands eindhoven university of technology, the netherlands

mr  frank Rudzik mecheng Germany university of freiberg, Germany

mr matthew Sarrasin beng bSc canada concordia university, montreal, canada 

mr joscha Specks Diploma Germany technical university of munchen, Germany

Prof viktor Struzhkin bA mA PhD Russia Geophysical laboratory, carnegie institution of washington

Prof martin ward 
bSc(hons) imperial 
college mSc PhD uni 
Sussex 

head of Physics, Durham university, united Kingdom

visitors/
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mSc
Anthony Agosta oPticS

nicholas Aloi ePP

Paul Angel tPP

iason baldes tPP

Robert barone-nugent AStRo

tim bedin AStRo

Amelia brennan tPP

jack burgess mARc

craig burnett AStRo

jackson clarke tPP

Andrew cole ePP

Peter cox tPP

catherine De burgh-Day AStRo

taissa Danilovich AStRo

laurence Deam mARc

nikolai Dontschuk mARc

Gabrielle fejes oPticS

benjamin forbes tcmP

Ahmed halima mARc

lachlan hislop AStRo

chris hodson ePP

Rhyan hoey AStRo

Alexis illig oPticS

David jennens ePP

henry Kirkwood oPticS

lyndon Koens tcmP

james leighton-thomas AStRo

mark leong mARc

nana liu tPP

vesna lukic tcmP

justin matthys ePP

jonathan newnham mARc

harris Panopoulos ePP

viktor Perunicic tcmP

Dime Risteski tcmP

Peter john Ryan mARc

Kong Guan tan ePP

james tantau oPticS

lachlan taylor tcmP

Sarah traine AStRo

Adrian tregonning tcmP

Daniel wells oPticS

brendan wilson tcmP

james wood tcmP

RhD
nor Azah Abdul Aziz oPticS

mark bennett AStRo

jay bourke oPticS

loren bruns jr AStRo

benjamin callen tPP

ivan corro tcmP

evan curwood cXS

william Davey ePP

nadia Davidson ePP

marcus Doherty tcmP

Daniel Drumm tcmP

Stefanie elbracht ePP

Zachary evans cQct

barbara fairchild mARc

jinghua fang mARc

Paul Geil AStRo

Xiao ming Goh oPticS

bradley Greig AStRo

liam hall tcmP

Andrew hayward tcmP

clare henderson oPticS

thomas jacques tPP

lenneke jong tcmP

t’mir julius ePP

vivien lee ePP

nathan lugg tcmP

Sarah mcleod AStRo

Andrew morgan tcmP

brendan mulkerin tcmP

Sudhir Raskutti AStRo

Daniel thompson oPticS

students/cuRRent ReSeARch hiGheR DeGRee 
StuDentS
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theSeS comPletionS

we conGRAtulAte the followinG 
StuDentS on theiR theSeS comPletionS

iason baldes mSc Baryon Number Non-conserving Scalar Particles

jack burgess mSc Interstitial-related luminescence centres in silicon

Andrew cole mSc Beam Transmission Efficiency Measurements at the Australian Synchrotron

taissa Danilovich mSc The Physics of the Tully-Fisher Relation

laurence Deam mSc Deep level transient spectroscopy study of irradiation-induced defects in silicon

benjamin forbes mSc A quantum mechanical model for Phonon excitation in electron diffraction and imaging using 
a Born-Oppenheimer approximation

Ahmed halima mSc Nanofabrication and Characterization of Nitrogen Doped Ultra-nanocrystalline Diamond for the 
Bionic Eye

lachlan hislop mSc The extra-galactic distance scale: a Tip of the Red Giant Branch calibration of the Tully-Fisher 
Relation

David jennens mSc The Jet Energy Scale at ATLAS

Pawan Kashyap mSc On the modification of the refractive index of diamond by ion implantation

nana liu mSc Gravitational Higgs Mechanism in the Domain-Wall Brane Scenario

justin matthys mSc Dark Matter in the Dark Ages: A Dark Thesis

jonathan newnham mSc The problem of Coherent Transport in the Solid State

harris Panopoulos mSc Energy Measurement of the Australian Synchrotron using Resonant Spin Depolarisation

Kong Guan tan mSc Improving the Reconstruction of Tracks from Hadronic Tau Decays at ATLAS

lachlan taylor mSc Synthetic magnetic fields in Bose-Einstein condensates

Sarah traine mSc Polarimetry of low and high energy neutron star emission

Adrian tregonning mSc Ab-initio simulations of single-atom based nanostructures

brendan wilson mSc Large dipole systems in ultrasmall cavities: Extreme cavity QED

virginia Drumm mPhil Channelled ion beam analysis of diamond

martijn jasperse mPhil Relative intensity squeezing by four-wave mixing in rubidium

Gareth jones mPhil Development of a non-invasive arterial monitor

igor Aharonovich PhD Novel single photon emitters based on color centers in diamond

nicholas bate PhD Quasar microimaging

christine chung PhD Radio, x-ray, and gravitational wave emission from neutron stars

Adrian D'alfonso PhD Atomic resolution imaging in two and three dimensions

Samuel flewett PhD Quantitative studies of x-ray optical coherence

elizabeth hinde PhD A spectroscopic study of the luminescent properties of daylight fluorescent pigments and 
implications for the conservation of modern art

Sally langford PhD Detecting and characterising extrasolar planets in reflected light

Alpha mastrano PhD Early-stage evolution and stability of magnetic fields in neutron stars

Rebecca mcfadden PhD UHE neutrino detection using the Lunar Chrenkov technique

Adrian melchiori PhD Surveying 1.4 GHz radio continuum using HIPASS: the HIPASS continuum catalogue

Anthony morley PhD Electron bremsstrahlung studies and track based alignment  of the ATLAS detector

james Stokes PhD A model of fermion masses without a Higgs mechanism

chun-hsu Su PhD Novel quantum technology based on atom-cavity physics

byron villis PhD Studies of the electrical and optical properties of defects in ion implanted silicon

isaac Peterson hons Coursework

theses 
completions/students/
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PRof StuARt wyithe, 
PoStGRADuAte PhySicS 
cooRDinAtoR
within the School of Physics, postgraduate research
is an integral part of all research areas. Physics
postgraduates are therefore integrated into School
life at all levels. for example, the crucial role played
by students in the research success of the School is
highlighted during the weekly postgraduate seminar
series. this series serves to inform the School as a
whole of individual research programs.

Since 2006, the School has expanded the
postgraduate seminar series to include a full
colloquium by final year students, describing the
work presented in their thesis. this final colloquium
provides the opportunity for the School to celebrate
the achievements of postgraduate students. this
initiative has been well received in 2010 by staff and
students alike in the quality and excellence of the
presentations received. the profile of completion 
seminars was raised by the staging of some in the 
primary Physics colloquium time slot.

in addition, the seminar series offers our
students valuable experience in scientific and
oral presentation skills. Postgraduate students
are also integrated into the day-to-day workings
of the School through representatives on each of
the Schools committees. Postgraduate student
participation on School committees is coordinated
by the Postgraduate student society, and aims to
ensure that postgraduate student needs are met at
all levels.

the School aims to assist postgraduates with
the skills they will need to successfully complete
their degree and to move forward in the future. to
prepare postgraduate students to make the most
of their time within the department, the School
conducts an induction day, where the roles and
perceptions of students and supervisors alike, as
well as the requirements of postgraduate study are
discussed.

lAuRence DeAm,  
PPSS PReSiDent

2010 was an important year for graduate students 
in the school. the first group of masters in Science 
students completed their courses, doing quite well 
both in research and coursework. the course was 
not without its initial hiccups but overall the transition 
from honours to the new masters has been shown 
to be a success.

the PPSS would like to thank the Graduate 
Student Association (GSA) for its continued 
support which allows for activities organised for 
graduates. this year we had a pool competition 
(on a newly refurbished pool table, thanks to 
student contributions) and a trivia night with the 
further financial and logistical support of the school 
itself. the administration and it staff should also 
be thanked for consistently providing warm and 
dedicated assistance to all students.

within the PPSS the constitution was updated 
with a new position added to the committee itself: 
a women in Physics representative. it is hoped 
this new position will provide more of a voice to 
women in the department and to assist with keeping 
students more widely informed of the activities of 
the women in Physics (wiP) organisation.

while there were one or two hurdles to overcome 
throughout the year, the Geoff opat Seminar Series 
(GoSS) and associated food and drinks following, 
have continued to be well organised and maintained. 
there were many students giving talks on a wide 
variety of subjects, with much discussion and 
occasionally debate afterwards. GoSS talks and the 
associated food and drinks are considered extremely 
important not only for the enjoyment and interest of 
students but also for the cross-group networking it 
encourages.

for more information, visit the PPSS website at 

www.Ph.unimelb.eDu.Au/PPSS/ 

PoStGRADuAte PhySicS StuDent Society
(PPSS)ppss/
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unDeRGRADuAte
PRIZE Selection Criteria Value Recipient

DwiGht PRiZe
Awarded to the student achieving the highest results in first year 
advanced level, on recommendation by the head

$700 mr Dougal Davis

RAmm PRiZe in 
eXPeRimentAl PhySicS

Prize is awarded to a student enrolling in either honours or 
postgraduate degree by research in experimental Physics who has 
demonstrated excellent research potential.

$2000 mr David jennens

williAm SutheRlAnD 
PRiZe

Awarded to the student achieving the highest results in Second 
year Physics who is proceeding to study Physics at the third year 
level. 

book 
vouchers 

approx $150
mr Angus mcinnes

em & jf wARD PRiZe 
foR eXPeRimentAl 
PhySicS

Awarded to the most outstanding student in experimental physics 
in the third or final year of the bSc majoring in physics

mr Dene murphy

PoStGRADuAte
PRIZE Selection Criteria Value Recipient

PRofeSSoR 
KeRnot ReSeARch 
ScholARShiP in 
PhySicS

Awarded on recommendation of the head on the basis of honours 
results. holders are required to conduct research in Physics at 
postgraduate level.

$2,000 mr benjamin forbes

DiXSon ReSeARch 
ScholARShiP in 
PhySicS

Awarded on the basis of honours results in Physics. the holder 
is required to conduct research in Physics at the university at 
postgraduate level

$1,500 
approx

ms nana liu

Klein PRiZe in 
eXPeRimentAl PhySicS

Awarded to a student who has completed fourth year honours (or 
equivalent) in the School of Physics at the university of melbourne, 
and who is currently enrolled in a Research higher Degree in the 
School of Physics at the university of melbourne.

$800 
approx

mr David jennes

john tynDAll 
ScholARShiP PRiZe

Awarded to a student who is enrolled in a Research higher degree 
who is conducting advanced studies or research in the School of 
Physics

$350 mr Adrian tregonning

women in PhySicS 
PRiZe

Awardees are to be selected on the basis of academic excellence 
and demonstrated research potential, financial need may also be 
considered.

$1,000 
approx

ms jennifer Riding

DeAn’S AwARD 
(honouRS level) - 
PhySicS

the Dean’s honour list - honours level is determined by 
academic merit and is comprised of students with outstanding 
distinction.  it is awarded at the honours level of the bachelor of 
Science in all areas of study.

ms nana liu

bRyAn ScholARShiP in 
bioloGicAl Science

Determined by academic merit and awarded to a student enrolled 
in the bachelor of Science (honours) in a branch of natural Science 
in a biological Science department.

linden Gearing

StuDent PRiZe in 
PhySicAl ScienceS 
- RoyAl Society of 
victoRiA

the winner is picked based on an extended abstract and a talk 
intended for a non-specialist audience.

lila warszawaski

StuDent RecoGnitionstudent 
recognition/ 
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bRyAn ScholARShiP in 
bioloGicAl Science

Determined by academic merit and awarded to a student enrolled 
in the bachelor of Science (honours) in a branch of natural Science 
in a biological Science department.

$1,500

approx
mr nicholas Rodd

chAncelloRS PRiZe 
foR eXcellence in 
the PhD theSiS

Awarded annually by the university of melbourne in four faculty 
groupings: humanities & creative Arts; Social Sciences; Science & 
engineering; medicine, Dentistry & health Sciences

mr Andrew vincent 
martin 

Theoretical studies in 
phase imaging and 
atomic resolution 
electron microscopy

2010 PoStGRADuAte 
StuDent AwARD

Awarded by the Australian optical Society to support conference 
travel

$1,500 mr Sabastian Saliba

2010 victoRiAn 
bRAnch - beSt PhySicS 
PRActicAl AwARD

Awarded by the Australian insitute of Physics mr Dene murphy

2010 wARSASh AwARD
Awarded by the Australian optical Society for Science 
coummincation in optics

$500 
approx

miss elaine miles

younG inveStiGAtoR 
oRAl PReSentAtion 
AwARD

Awarded at the Diamond 2010 conference ms babara fairchild

StAff
PRIZE Selection Criteria Recipient

2010 fei comPAny 
cowley-mooDie 
AwARD

Awarded by the Australian microscopy and microanalysis Society 
for original research in the physical sciences involving elctron 
microscopy

Dr Adrian D’Alfonso

DeAn’S AwARD in 
ReSeAch eXcellence

this award is presented in recognition of excellence in research 
actitivies being undertaken within the faculty of Science

Dr nicole bell

DeAn’S AwARD 
foR eXcellence in 
teAchinG - clASS 
teAchinG

this award is presented in recognition of ongoing, outstanding 
performance in educational activities within the faculty of Science 
and the wider community

Prof David jamieson

2010 outStAnDinG 
citAtionS to StuDent 
leARninG

Awarded by the Australian learning & teaching council for 
outstanding contributions to Student learning recognising the 
diverse contributions made by individuals and teams to the quality 
of student learning.

Prof Rachel webster

2010 10 younG 
AuStRAliAn 
ScientiStS

Awarded by the Australian Academy of Science’s ‘Australian 
Scientist’ publication

Prof Stuart wyithe

AlAn wAlSh meDAl 
foR PhySicS

this prestigious medal is awarded by the Australian institute of 
Physics for Service to industry

A/Prof Robert Scholten

DAviD Syme ReSeARch 
meDAl 2010

first awarded in 1906 following a donation from David Syme, 
the prize rewards original research that makes an important 
contribution to the fields of biology, chemistry, Geology or 
Physics.

Dr harry Quiney

PRiZeS & AwARDSStuDent & StAff RecoGnitionstudent 
recognition/
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StAff RecoGnition

2010 victoRiAn 
honouR Roll of 
women
PRofeSSoR RAchel webSteR
2010 marked the 10th anniversary of the victorian 
honour Roll of women which recognises and 
celebrates the achievements of remarkable victorian 
women.  

All of the 20 inductees for 2010 have used their 
skills, knowledge, and commitment to better their 
communities. they have excelled in their chosen 
fields and are testament to the depth of talented 
women we have in this State.  

Professor Rachel webster joined this remarkable 
group of 458 women who have been honoured 
over the last 10 years and she has been recognised 
as being a leading Australian astrophysicist and 
role model for women in this traditionally male-
dominated field.  

As victoria’s first and Australia’s second full-time 
female professor Rachel has made signficant 
research accomplishments which are complemented 
by her work outside astrophysics, particularly on 
climate change and alternative power.

it was an outstanding year for Rachel who was also 
awarded the Australian learning & teaching council 
2010 citation for outstanding contributions to 
Student learning.

“I hope that I have enabled young women to 
understand that they are capable, and that 

 they have something substanial and  
different to contribute to science”  

RACHEL WEBSTER

Prof. Rachel Webster being inducted to the 
Victorian Honour Roll of Women by Maxine 
Morand MP, Minisiter for Women’s Affairs

AuStRAliAn 
AcADemy of 
Science fellowS
march 2010 saw the announcement of the 
latest 17 people elected as fellows to the 
Australian Academy of Science with two of 
our own, Professors Ray volkas and Steven 
Prawer included in the line-up.  

election to the AAS recognises research 
that has significantly advanced the world’s 
scientific knowledge. Ray was elected for 
his research into theoretical particle physics, 
early universe cosmology and high energy 
astrophysics.  Steven for the physics of 
diamond and related materials.

this is an enormous distinction for our new 
fellows and for the School.

      Prof. Ray Volkas            Prof. Steven Prawer

2010 Victorian Honour Roll of Women inductees

staff 
recognition/
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SPeAKeRS AnD viSitoRS AffiliAteD with the School 
GAve the followinG colloQuiA AnD SeminARS DuRinG 
2010. unleSS inDicAteD elSewheRe, the lectuReS tooK 
PlAce in the lAby oR heRcuS theAtReS.

colloQuiA

13-jan Prof laurie faraone
School of electrical, electronic and 
computer engineering, the university 
of western Australia,

Recent Advances in Optical MEMS  Technologies for 
Electrically-Tuneable Multi-Spectral Infrared Sensors 
and Arrays

18-jan Prof eric mazure
balkanski Professor of Physics and of 
Applied Physics, harvard university

The scientific approach to teaching: Research as a 
basis for course design

16-feb Klaus bartschat
Department of Physics and 
Astronomy, Drake university, iowa, 
uSA

Benchmark Claculations of Atomic Data for Plasma 
Applications

23-feb Dr Stuart Parkin
ibm Research centre, San jose, cA 
uSA

The Spin on Electronics!

25-feb Prof. mark fromhold
School of Physics and Astronomy, 
the university of nottingham, 
nottingham, uK

The interplay between Bose-Einstein condensates 
and semiconductor quantum systems

9-mar
A/Prof R.w. van der 
heijden

Department of Applied Physics, 
cobRA Research institute, eindhoven 
university of technology, eindhoven, 
the netherlands

Air-hole infilling of Quantum Dot incorporated 
InGaAsP Photonic Crystal Nanocavities

16-mar em Prof A.G. Klein 
School of Physics, university of 
melbourne

Topological Effects in Neutron Interferometry – The 
Klein - Opat Experiments Remembered

23-mar A/Prof Ken Amos
School of Physics, university of 
melbourne

A story concerning exotic nuclei:–What are they, why 
are they of interest and how might their properites be 
probed?

20-Apr Prof Steven Abel Durham university
Strong coupling and discrete symmetry in flavour 
physics

27-Apr Prof David vaux
Department of biochemistry, la trobe 
university

Responsible research - truth in Science?

4-may igor Aharonovich
School of Physics, university of 
melbourne

Novel single photon emitters based on color centers 
in diamond

11-may Prof David jamieson
School of Physics, university of 
melbourne

Physics, Power and Climate Change

18-may chun-hsu Su
School of Physics, university of 
melbourne

Novel quantum technology based on atom-cavity 
physics

25-may Dr warwick bowen university of Queensland
Cooling and Control of a Cavity 
Optoelectromechanical System

1-jun Kristian helmerson monash university
Vortices and persistent currents: Rotating a Bose-
Einstein condensate using photons with orbital 
angular momentum

8-jun Prof Geoffrey n. taylor
School of Physics, university of 
melbourne

The Large Hadron Collider   Entering the Era of Tera-
scale Physics

15-jun vladimir Dzuba university of new South wales
Atomic calculations and search for new physics 
beyond the standard model

ReSeARch SeminAR SeRieSresearch 
seminar series/
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research 
seminar series/

22-jun Dr jim mitroy charles Darwin university Atomic polarizabilities and atomic clocks

6-jul Dr Kylie catchpole
cSeS, engineering, Australian 
national university

Nanophotonics for high efficiency solar cell

16-jul Prof Dmitri Golberg university of tsukuba, japan
Low-dimensional Nanostructure Studies at the 
National Institute for Material Science, Tsukuba, 
Japan

20-jul Dr Dmitry fursa
centre for Anti-matter-matter Studies, 
curtin

Calculation of excitation and ionization processes 
using relativistic CCC method

2-Aug Kanti Aggarwal
Astrophysics Research centre, 
Queen’s university belfast

Atomic Data Calculations at Queen's University 
Belfast

3-Aug matthias weidemuller
Physikalisches institut, Ruprecht-
Karls-universität heidelberg

Rydberg Aggregates: Interactions in an Ultracold Gas 
of Rydberg Atoms

3-Aug Dr william R. ott
Deputy Director, niSt Physics 
laboratory

New Opportunities in Measurement Science at NIST

10-Aug virginia Drumm 
School of Physics, university of 
melbourne

Channelled ion beam analysis of diamond

17-Aug Dr Gleb Gribakin
Department of Applied mathematics 
and theoretical Physics, Queen’s 
univesity, belfast

Positron annihilation in molecules

24-Aug Dr Peter Domachuk
centre for ultrahigh bandwidth 
Devices for optical Systems 
(cuDoS), university of Sydney

Biopolymer Photonics: Unnatural Uses for Natural 
Materials

31-Aug Dr tamara Davis the university of Queensland
Cosmological Confusion: Revealing common 
misconceptions about the big bang, the expansion of 
the universe and cosmic horizons

9-Sep Prof Stewart mcintyre university of western ontario, canada
Science Studio: A possible route to improved access 
to the world's synchrotrons?

14-Sep Prof Alex hamilton 
School of Physics, university of new 
South wales

The unusual properties of spin-3/2 holes in gallium-
arsenide semiconductor nanostructures

5-oct Prof tony Gherghetta 
ARc federation fellow, university of 
melbourne

The Origin of Mass at the Large Hadron Collider

12-oct Prof Peter hannaford
Director of cAouS, Swinburne 
university of technology

Super-Cool Quantum Gases

19-oct Prof Rachel webster
School of Physics, university of 
melbourne

A Geothermal Future?

26-oct Prof Paul meredith
centre for biophotonics and laser 
Science

the university of Queensland

Next Generation Organic Solar Cells: Through and 
Beyond the Shockley-Queisser Limit

9-nov honours talks

16-nov Prof carolyn larabell 
Professor, Department of Anatomy, 
university of california at San 
francisco

Soft X-ray Tomography of Biological Cells

24-nov Prof lawrence Krauss Arizona State university Cosmology as Science?: From Inflation to Eternity

23-nov Prof igor bray curtin university of technology, wA Recent progress in atomic collision theory

14-Dec Prof martin ward Durham University, Durham, UK Darkness Made Visible

AStRoPhySicS SeminARS

5-feb Prof naoki itoh
Department of engineering and 
Applied Sciences, Sophia university, 
tokyo, japan

Seeing Galaxy Clusters through the Cosmic 
Microwave Background: Sunyaev-Zeldovich Effect

25-mar Dr Alan Duffy
icRAR, university of western 
Australia

Impact of galacy formation on dark matter haloes

11-Aug Prof cole miller university of maryland   Putting a spin on supermassive black holes

1-Sep Dr Glenn Kacprzak Swinburne The Origin of Extended MgII Halos

1-oct Prof hume feldman Kansas Cosmic Flows on 100 Mpc/h Scales
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ReSeARch SeminAR SeRieS

27-oct Dr Kevin Pimbblet monash university      Galaxies in Odd Places

2-nov Richard wilman university of melbourne      
Probing Cold Feedback in Cluster Cores with 3-D 
Spectroscope

10-nov Dr Katie mack cambridge university      The 21cm Forest

17-nov Dr michael murphy Swinburne university   Spatial variation in the fine-structure constant?

theoReticAl PARticle PhySicS SeminARS
7-jan Roman Sundrum johns hopkins university, uSA SUSY Splits, But Then Returns

21-Apr Steven Abel iPPP Durham, united Kingdom
Supersymmetry breaking and grand unification 
without the desert

28-Apr Kallia Petraki university of melbourne Constraints on late-decaying dark-matter models

7-may Archil Kobakhidze university of melbourne Entropic gravity

12-may Kristian mcDonald tRiumf, canada Low-Energy Probes of a Warped Extra-Dimension

8-Sep Shrihari Gopalakrishna university of melbourne Warped-space LHC Signatures

6-oct herbert fried brown university, uSA Analytic, Non-Perturbative, Gauge Invariant QCD

15-Dec Roland crocker max-Planck institute, Germany
Wild at Heart: The Particle Astrophysics of the 
Galactic Centre

21-Dec tracy Slatyer
institute of Advanced Study, 
Princeton, uSA

The Dark Sector, Cosmic Rays and the Cosmic 
Microwave Background

oPticS & conDenSeD mAtteR PhySicS SeminARS

22-mar Profhans A. bachor
AcQAo, Australian national 
university 

Optical Entanglements - Ideas and Realisations

22-Apr Dr michael j. biercuk
the Quantum control laboratory, 
the university of Sydney

Coherent Control and Large-Scale Entanglement in 
Trapped Ion Crystals

2-Aug timothy Klarke 
laboratoire de Photonique et de 
nanostructures, marcoussis, france

Hybrid active photonic crystal structures: III-V based 
slow light waveguides and nanocavities coupled to 
SOI wires 

2-Aug Prof Peter török
Professor of optical Physics, imperial 
college, london

What do single molecule orientation measurements 
and Homer Simpson have in common?

3-Aug william fairbank
colorado State university, fort 
collins, uSA

A laser-cooled single-atom-on-demand source for Si 
quantum computing

12-Aug
nicola Debernardi and 
wouter engelen

eindhoven university of technology, 
the netherlands

Ultracold electrons and ions

GoSS*

26-mar ben callen
Phenomenology of Domain Wall Braneworld Models: On Generating the Fermion Mass 
Spectrum and Mixing Angels and Suppressing Proton Decay

26-mar marcus Doherty The extended defect-molecule model of nitrogen-vacancy centre in diamond

9-Apr lachlan whitehead Partially Coherent Diffractive Imaging

16-Apr lila warszawski The many faces of pulsar glitches

23-Apr Paul Geil The end of the dark ages: the new frontier of radio cosmology

30-Apr will Davey Tau-Leptons, Higgs Bosons, and the discovery of new physics with ATLAS

7-may elaine miles Non-Invasive Imaging Techniques for the Investigation of Cultural Objects

21-may melissa makin Solid Light - Adventures with Jaynes -Cummings-Hubbard Hamiltonian

28-may Alpha mastrano Early-stage evolution of magnetic fields in neutron stars

4-jun lenneke jong Spatial adiabatic passage techniques in mesoscopic quantum electronic systems

23-jul Xiao ming Goh Nanometallic Spatially Varying Aperture Array Devices for Wavefront Control
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23-jul nathan lugg Low-voltage scanning transmission electron microscopy

30-jul Andrey Sokolov Boltzmann entropy in a multiplicative asset exchange model

30-jul Andrew hayward GOSS

6-Aug Dougal maclaurin
Diamonds on the soles of her shoes: random walks and pirouettes with the diamond nitrogen-
vacancy centre

13-Aug Simon bell A cold electron source

20-Aug jayne thompson Lifshitz Domain-wall Branes

20-Aug nadine Pesor Soft supersymmetry breaking from stochastic superspace

27-Aug Dave Sheludko Shaped cold electron bunches from ultracold plasma

3-Sep john lowe Atomic Structure Calculations and Photoemission Spectra: Towards a new understanding

3-Sep ivan corro What's a BEC - U(1) symmetry breaking to diagram resummation

10-Sep thomas jacques Illuminating Dark Matter through Indirect Detection

17-Sep Andrea Ruff Cosmic evolution of dark and luminous matter in galaxies

17-Sep t'mir julius
It takes $\phi_2$ : Using an isospin analysis of the $B \rightarrow \pi\pi$ system to determine 
$\phi_2$

24-Sep tony Shao Why we built the LHC

1-oct Anna Phan Searching for Supersymmetry using the ATLAS Detector

8-oct mark bennett Quasi-Periodic Oscillations in Soft Gamma Repeater giant flares

8-oct Rebecca Ryan A Brief History of Protein Crystallography

15-oct babs fairchild Sculpting diamond

22-oct jessica van Donkelaar Fabricating an array single donors in si via ion implantation

22-oct Daniel Drumm Thermodynamic stability of neutral Xe defects in diamond

29-oct vivien lee Targeted and Spectroscopic Techniques for Medical Imaging

12-nov  David Peake Beam Instabilities and Ring Diagnostics at the Australian Synchrotron

* Geoff Opat Seminar Series
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2010 JULY LECTURE THEME
50th anniversary of the laser

july lecture 
program/
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inSeRvice 2010

the School of PhySicS AnnuAlly oRGAniSeS An in-SeRvice DAy in 
PhySicS foR vce PhySicS teAcheRS.

the 2010 program was held on friday 12th november, with over 100 teachers 
attending.  the program included the following speakers:

Professor lloyd hollenberg
School of Physics, 
university of melbourne

This lecture on Quantum Mechanics is masterful. After covering the topic 
outlined in the VCE study-design, it leads on to give a wide view of the 
field, and an inspiring overview of current research including his speciality 
of Quantum computing. 

Dr jeff mccallum
School of Physics, 
university of melbourne

Some 40% of VCE students have difficulties in understanding the concepts 
of Electromagnetic induction, including Lenz’ law and the operation of 
generators. This lecture will clarify these concepts in such a way that 
students should be able to understand them. An insight  is given into 
the lecturers research, and the use of electro-magnetic fields in moving 
individual atoms within crystals. 

Dr martin de jonge Australian Synchrotron

Australian Synchrotron uses were the focus for this presentation by Dr. 
Martin de Jonge, whose research uses the X ray fluorescence microprobe 
on one of the beam lines, telling of how the x-rays are produced, and how 
they are used in his research. 

nick nicola
School of Physics, 
university of melbourne

Nick Nicola, designer-of-equipment extraordinaire, will displays a number of 
demonstrations that are relevant to the VCE Physics study.  

A/Prof Alex mazzolini
Applied optics Group 
leader, Swinburne 
university

The VCE study of Photonics, is particularly relevant in this age of computer 
networking.  The lecturer will lead you through the Photonics study design, 
and give an overview of information-transfer mechanisms via fibre optics. 
In particular relating the topic to the National Broadband Network. 

Ask the examiners...
Opportunity to meet with exam-setting panel to ask questions about the 
process whereby the exam is shaped.

july lectuReS

2010 theme: 50th AnniveRSARy of the lASeR

this very popular series of free public lectures has a long and enviable history 
in the school. Presented by the School’s teaching and research staff, they are 
aimed at giving an insight into fundamental questions in physics, and advances in 
current research. 

friday 
2-july

Professor David jamieson
head of Department, School of 
School of Physics, university of 
melbourne 

The Invention of the Laser: from Einstein to 
holograms

friday 
9-july

Professor Stuart wyithe
Astrophysics group, School of 
Physics, university of melbourne

Lasers in Astronomy: from guidestars to ripples in 
spacetime

friday 
16-july

Professor Keith nugent
optics Group leader, School of 
Physics, university of melbourne

New Light on Bio Molecules: the free electron laser

friday 
23-july

Dr jeff mccallum
mARc Group leader, School of 
Physics, university of melbourne

The Solid State Laser: spanning continents and 
computer chips

outReAch PRoGRAmSoutreach 
programs/

july lecture 
program/
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PhySicS lectuReS foR 
vce StuDentS
to ASSiSt StuDentS tAKinG PhySicS in 
yeARS 11 AnD 12 of vce the School of 
PhySicS ARRAnGeD the followinG fRee 
PhySicS lectuReS foR 2010. 

the topics are directly relevant to the vce Study 
Design. Several outstanding physicists, who practise 
in the various areas agree to present them.  

the lectures, each of about 1 hour duration, were 
held on thursdays, at 6 pm in the laby theatre of 
the School of Physics. 

feb-18 Prof. Rachel webster 
School of Physics, 

university of melbourne
Let's start with a Big Bang…Astrophysics

 VCE Unit 1, 

study 3.1, 3.2

mar-4 Dr. Roger Rassool 
School of Physics, 

university of melbourne
The Greeks and the English….Aristotle 
and Newton! 

VCE Unit 2 

study 1, 

Unit 3 study 1

mar-18 Dr. jeff mccallum 
School of Physics, 

university of melbourne
Let's move in a circle….Grand Prix and 
satellites

VCE Unit 3, 

study 1

Apr-15 A/Prof. lachlan thompson Rmit university Sustainable Energy…..Really?
VCE Unit 1 

study 3.5

Apr-29 Prof. David jamieson 
School of Physics, 

university of melbourne
Relatively moving. Einstein's special 
relativity

VCE Unit 3, 

study 3.1

may-13 Dr. max. thompson 
School of Physics, 

university of melbourne
Energy from the Nucleus

VCE Unit 1, 

study 3.3

may-27 Dr. Gary egan 
howard florey inst, 

university of melbourne 
Physics and Medical diagnosis 

VCE Unit 1, 

study 3.6

Aug-5 Prof. lloyd hollenberg
School of Physics, 

university of melbourne
Hi-Fi and Surround sound

VCE Unit 4, 

study 3.3

Aug-19 nic. nicola
School of Physics, 

university of melbourne
All about electricity

VCE Unit 1, 

study 2 , 

Unit 4, study 1

Sep-2 Dr. Alex mazzolini Swinburne university Waves or particles
VCE Unit 4,

 study 2

Sep-16 Dr. mark boland Australian Synchrotron The Synchrotron: How and Why. 
VCE Unit 4, 

study 3.1

oct-7
Andrew bowen and Dr. 
Roger Rassool

School of Physics, 

university of melbourne
The broadband network: optics and fibres

VCE Unit 2 

study 2, 

Unit 4 study 3.2

oct-21 A/Prof. michelle livet
School of Physics, 

university of melbourne
What goes up might come down:  
Bernoulli

VCE Unit 2,

 study 3.6
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clASS of 1970-79

on friday 2 july, 2010 the School of Physics hosted 
a reunion for Physics honours and postgraduate 
students from the 1970s.  

the reunion was planned to coincide with the 
evening of the first 2010 july lectures in Physics 
which was presented by Professor David jamieson 
and was deemed a success providing a wonderful 
opportunity for those who attended to take a walk 
down memory lane.

“One of those memories 

was asking another research 

student (Liz Reen) out to a 

concert in that tea room.

She said yes and we’re still 

together!”  

ANDREW SMITH

we hiGhly vAlue the SuPPoRt we Receive fRom ouR Alumni foR PRiZeS AnD AwARDS thAt SuPPoRt ouR StAff 
AnD StuDentS AS well AS ouR PotentiAl builDinG PRojectS in the futuRe

the School of PhySicS hoPeS to Reconnect with itS Alumni 
AnD hAS StARteD A RollinG PRoGRAm of Alumni ReunionS, the 
fiRSt beinG the 1970s Reunion...  

Alumni & fRienDS

2011 WILL SEE A REUNION OF 
1960s HONOURS, MASTERS 
AND PHD GRADUATES............

alumni & 
friends/
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27-Sept, mX bRiSbAne, FEDL:Scientists make 
quantum breakthrough,  27-Sept, AAP newSwiRe; 
Super computer breakthrough, 28-Sept, 
illAwARRA meRcuRy; Preparation is the key 
to nuclear option paying off, 6-Dec, AuStRAliAn 
finAnciAl Review

A/Prof Michelle Livett, Model takes my breadth 
away, 8-Dec, the AuStRAliAn; Capabilities 
outside the disciplinary comfort zone, 8-Dec, the 
AuStRAliAn

Professor Steven Prawer Defence Science 
partnership, 12-Apr, the AGe; Appointment to 
Defence Institute, 11-nov, the hiGheR eDuAtion 
uK; Rock Stars, 2-Dec, SyDney moRninG 
heRAlD

2010 oPticS meDiA commentARy

Dr Harry Quiney & Professor Keith Nugent 
Despite damage, membrance protein structure can 
be seen using new X-ray technology,  20-Dec, melb 
uni newS Room; ReD oRbit; newS GuiDe uS; 
mDt; Science DAily; Scientific comPutinG; 
Technique can see damaged proteins in membranes, 
20-Dec, SoftPeDiA

Professor Keith Nugent, Federal light may shine on 
synchrotron, 21-Apr, the AuStRAliAn

2010 tcmP meDiA commentARy

Drs Andrew Greentree & Andy Martin, 
Breaking time reversal symmetry with light, 11-oct, 
AmeRciAl PhySicAl Society;

Dr Andrew Greentree, Rock Stars, 2-Dec, SyDney 
moRninG heRAlD

membeRS of the School 
of PhySicS weRe 
ReGulARly feAtuReD in 
the meDiA DuRinG 2010

2010 AStRo meDiA commentARy

Professor Jeremy Mould, Living Physics in 
Melbourne, 1-Sept, mAteRiAlS AuStRAliA; John 
Huchra dies at 61, 13-oct, new yoRK timeS

Professor Rachel Webster, The role reading has 
had in their lives, 30-Aug, RADio nAtionAl the 
booK Show;

2010 ePP meDiA commentARy

A/Prof Martin Sevior, Sunken tanks could detect 
nukes, 25-nov, Abc Science

Professor Geoff Taylor Scientists near Geneva 
working to better understand what happened 
after the Big Bang, 31-mar, 4bc GReG cARy 
moRninG Show; Launch of CoEPP, 7-Dec, 
meDiA AleRt; Melbourne home to Big Bang centre, 
7-Dec, yAhoo! newS AuStRAliA; Australian 
brains join crash course to discovery, 8-Dec, the 
AGe; Australian scientists to take part in big bang 
experiment, 8-Dec, Abc nAtioAnl RADio tony 
eAStley; Director General CERN launches $25M 
ARC Centre on origins of universe; 8-Dec, unimelb 
newS Room

Dr Martin White, CERN scientists with stars in 
their eyes for Christmas, 14-Dec, ScottiSh DAily 
eXPReSS

2010 mARc meDiA commentARy

Dr Kumar Ganesan Diamond as the best material 
to build a bionic eye, 8-Dec, Abc 666 cAnbeRRA; 
Diamond shines as basis for bionic eye project, 
8-Dec, Abc newS

Professor David Jamieson Large Hardon Collider, 
30-mar, Abc 891 ADelAiDe; Aussie Scientists 
in breakthrough on quantum computers, 27-Sept, 
buRnie ADvocAte tASmAniA; Scientists hail 
electron breakthough as quantum leap, 27-Sept, 
cAnbeRRA timeS; Australians ahead in computer 
race, 27-Sept, boRDeR mAil; A quantum advance, 

meDiAmedia/
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ReSeARch income

ReSeARch income fRom continuinG 
GRAntS 

Project Description  Amount 

DiiRD 2004 -chantler (iSRP-11)  $                5,000 

cc_ARc coe 05/10 - nuGent  $        1,921,977 

ARc ff 06/11- nugent  $            342,710 

DiiSR (nee DeSt) iSl 06/10- chantler  $                6,820 

ARc DP 07/11- hollenberg  $              89,653 

ARc DP 07/11- wyithe  $              61,038 

ARc DP 07/11- taylor  $            325,128 

ARc le 07/11- taylor  $            270,000 

DiiSR (nee DeSt) iSl 07/10- Prawer  $              70,170 

ARc lP 07/11- nugent  $              86,701 

ARc iP (herma) 07/11- nugent  $              16,000 

ARc ff 07/12- Gherghetta  $            348,148 

ARc DP 08/10- Allen  $              99,851 

ARc DP 08/10- huntington  $              90,291 

ARc DP 08/10- wyithe  $            147,653 

ARc DP 08/10- Roberts  $            121,096 

ARc DP 08/12- taylor  $            141,706 

ARc DP 08/10- moloney  $            116,847 

ARc DP 08/12- Greentree  $            188,673 

ARc DP 08/10- webster  $            125,345 

ARc lX 08/10- nugent  $              12,246 

ARc coe (Shared- unSw) 08/- jamieson  $            815,000 

ARc DP 09/11 - bolton  $            101,133 

ARc DP 09/11 - hollenbeRG  $            145,799 

ARc DP 09/11 - volKAS  $              98,935 

ARc DP 09/11 - volKAS DP0988343  $            187,456 

ARc DP (Shared-Anu) 09/11- mccallum  $              75,000 

ceA (ec) 08/11- jamieson: AfSiD  $            197,783 

ARc DP (Shared-Anu) 09/11- melatos  $              43,334 

ARc lP (Shared-unSw) 09/12- Prawer  $            165,000 

research 
income/
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Project Description  Amount 

ARc DP 10/12 - bell  $              61,245 

ARc DP 10/12 - moulD  $            122,490 

ARc lP 10/12 - PRAweR  $            234,772 

ARc DP 10/14 - PRAweR  $            224,566 

ARc DP 10/12 - nuGent  $            255,188 

ARc DP 10/12 - limoSAni  $            107,179 

ARc DP 10/12 - bARbeRio  $              91,868 

ARc DP 10/12 - GheRGhettA  $            112,283 

AuSt SynchRotRon 2010 - vine  $                8,000 

ARc 10/13 - wyithe  $              46,400 

Anu 10/13 - mccAllum  $            300,000 

uw (ARc non leAD) 10/12 - jAmieSon  $              15,000 

ARc 10/13 - PRAweR  $            781,248 

Sut (ARc miA) 09/11 - nuGent  $              70,000 

AuSt Sync 2010- Abbey  $              11,300 

cSiRo - PRAweR  $            300,000 

category 1 – Grants listed on Australian competitive Grants Register

category 2 – other Public Sector grants

category 3 – Australian industry and trusts, and international organisations

research 
income/ ReSeARch income fRom new GRAntS 
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PRofeSSoR RAchel 
webSteR

in the middle of 2010, the university of melbourne, 
with partners at the universities of western 
Australia, Sydney, Anu, curtin and Swinburne 
were awarded a centre of excellence, cAAStRo.  
the key themes of this research centre are based 
around widefield surveys to understand the evolving 
universe, the dark universe and the transitory 
universe. the centre is lead by Professor bryan 
Gaensler of the university of Sydney.  in addition, 
the group was delighted with the promotion of 
Andrew melatos to Associate Professor and Reader.

Key achievements during the year included an 
invitation by the highest impact astronomy journal, 
the Annual Reviews of Astronomy and Astrophysics 
(impact factor ~35) for Stuart wyithe to review 
reionisation science.  this was the first paper on 
reionisation science to appear in this premier review 
journal for 4 years.

Andrew melatos and his PhD student, Anthony 
van eysden, analytically calculated the response of 
the superfluid inside a neutron star to a rotational. 
the theory correctly matches the glitch recovery 
observed in radio telescope timing data for the vela 
and crab pulsars, provides a natural explanation for 
the crab overshoot, and produces new constraints 
on the viscosity and superfluid couplings in bulk 
nuclear matter, opening the way to new fundamental 
tests of quantum chromodynamics, the theory of 
the strong nuclear force, under physical conditions 
unattainable on earth.

members of the Astrophysics group published a 
total of 30 refereed papers.  the group was also 
successful in obtaining three new ARc grants 
(melatos, DP; mould, DP; wyithe and webster, 
Superscience fellowship).  in addition, mark Dijkstra 
(mPA)  and Katie mack (cambridge) visited for 
extended periods, while ned taylor (Sydney) was a 
long-term visitor to the department.

four students completed their PhDs during 2010: 
christine chung, Sally langford, Alpher mastrano 
and Adrian melchiori.  Stephen Petrie completed his 
mPhil and is continuing his PhD in population health.  
in addition, three students completed their mScs 
as part of the first cohort under the new melbourne 
model.
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well as does the grid-based distributed computing 
model that provides world-wide computing 
resources to the AtlAS experiment. the highlight 
of the AtlAS Physics results from 2010 was the 
observation of a large dijet asymmetry in heavy-ion 
collisions. this result is a powerful probe of the 
properties the quark-gluon plasma at the highest 
temperatures ever obtained.

the melbourne contribution during the year has 
been directed to data studies, software, alignment 
and Physics analyses in the di-lepton and di-tau 
channels. Some are of these are listed below: 

Software: Antonio limosani (melbourne Postdoctoral 
fellow) was the AtlAS inner Detector software 
update release coordinator. Anthony morley 
(melbourne Ph.D. candidate) has developed 
software to use particle tracks from collisions for 
detector alignment. 

Calibration: nadia Davidson (melbourne Ph.D. 
student) and David jennens (melbourne masters 
student) have been developing a method to calibrate 
the hadronic calorimeter using low energy tracks 
available from the first collisions of the lhc. 

Background studies: the discovery of new physics 
will not be possible until the response of the 
detector to well known processes is understood. 
ulrich felzmann, will Davey (melbourne PhD, 
completed 2010) are investigating backgrounds to 
processes whose signatures include tau leptons.

Higgs to Tau Tau: tony Shao (melbourne Ph.D. 
student) is searching for higgs particle via its decay 
to the di-tau channel. this is a particularly promising 
mode for discovery.

Search for Super-symmetry: martin white (melbourne 
RA) and Anna Phan (melbourne Ph.D. student) 
are performing an analysis to search for super-
symmetric particles via the di-lepton channel.

AtlAS has developed a computing grid 
infrastructure to process the large amounts of 
data expected. melbourne hosts the Australia 
tier 2 computing grid node at the university’s 
Queensberry St data-centre. the tier 2 centre is 
managed by tim Dyce and tom fifield.. it was the 
first internationally connected grid site in Australia, 
making it possible for Australian reserchers to 
immediately participate in data analysis. Anthony 
morley, will Davey and nadia Davidson completed 
their Ph.D.’s in 2010.

PRof Geoff tAyloR 
the academics of the ePP group are elisabetta 
barberio, Roger Rassool, martin Sevior and Geoff 
taylor. our activities span experimental particle 
physics, detector development, accelerator physics 
research and computing grid development.  the 
cornerstones of our research are the AtlAS and 
belle experiments at ceRn in Switzerland and 
KeK in japan respectively. in addition Dr. Rassool 
leads a very active group developing advanced 
particle detectors and innovations in accelerator 
physics. we also undertake research into distributed 
computing.  we were well supported by Drs Antonio 
limosani, ulrich felzmann and  martin white as 
Research Associates in 2010. tim Dyce maintains 
our AtlAS “tier 2” grid computing facility. tom 
fifield is a software engineer working on Distributed 
computing with martin Sevior. bryn Sobot 
completed his Ph.D. in 2010 and now works as a 
Research Associate with Roger Rassool.

the highlight of 2010 was the winning of the ARc 
center of excellence for Particle Physics at the 
terascale. this major center funded by the ARc for 
$25 million over 7 years brings together groups from 
the university of melbourne, monash university, the 
university of Sydney and the university of Adelaide 
to study the data collected by the AtlAS experiment 
at the large hadron collider at ceRn in Geneva.

AtlAS
the past 12 months has seen the AtlAS experiment 
complete the transition to an operating experiment 
employing the highest energy collider ever built, the 
large hadron collider (lhc) at ceRn in Geneva, 
Switzerland. this is the culmination of over 20 years 
of effort from initial concepts, R&D, technology 
validation, detection, construction, commissioning 
and alignment to actual data collection. in 2010 
proton-proton collisions commenced at centre 
of mass energy of 7 tev. the luminosity was 
continuously increased over the year to reach an 
instantaneous peak of 2.1x1032 cm-2sec-1. the total 
integrated AtlAS luminosity for proton-proton 
collisions was 45 pb-1. in addition 9.5 µb-1 of data 
were collected in a very fruitful heavy-ion run in 
november/December, 2010.

the AtlAS detector has performed superbly. As of 
march 6, 2011, 14 Physics papers have already been 
published and another 9 have been accepted. this 
rapid turn-around from data collected to published 
results is a sign that the AtlAS experiment works 
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belle
belle is the experiment at the KeK asymmetric 
electron-positron accelerator which provides the 
world highest luminosity collider and makes copious 
numbers of b-mesons. belle has made numerous 
discoveries since it commenced data collection 
in 1999, including the observation of cP violation 
in b-meson decays, the first such measurement 
outside the neutral kaon system. the significance 
of belle was recognized by the 2008 nobel Prize 
for Physics, awarded to nambu, Kobayashi and 
maskawa for “the discovery of the origin of the broken 
symmetry which predicts the existence of at least three 
families of quarks in nature”. the citation prominently 
highlights the results of belle. the ePP group has 
played a major role in the belle collaboration and 
has significantly contributed to the success of this 
experiment.

After 11 years of superb performance the KeKb 
accelerator was shut down to make way for the 
SuperKeKb  collider. SuperKeKb is designed to 
deliver 40 times the luminosity of KeKb. this 
enables sensitive searches for new Physics by 
performing precision measurements of cP-violation 
and particle decays. however the complete analysis 
of the full belle data set has not yet been performed. 
consequently belle will enter a period of intense 
data analysis even while most members of the 
collaboration work hard to build the new experiment 
belle ii. Perhaps the most exciting development 
in this regard is a new full-reconstruction data-
sample that doubles the previous belle sample. 
this will benefit many statistics limited analyses, 
particularly those with neutrinos in the final state. 
belle continues to be a very active collaboration and 
published 30 papers in 2010.  

t’mir julius continues her Ph.D. project: 
measurement of bR and Direct cP violation in 
b→π0π0 

DiStRibuteD comPutinG.
2010 saw the ePP computing team continue 
to support the research activities of the group, 
by tracking the evolution of the grid computing 
paradigm enabling the research at ceRn. the year 
saw the emergence of a new european grid entity; 
the european Grid initiative (eGi), and an off-shot 
project for engaging with self funded partners, 
eGi-inspire. the team negotiated the entry of the 
university into eGi-inspire, ensuring Australia’s 
continued involvement with one of the world’s 
largest computing grids. more than just a member 
of eGi-inspire, the team has working to develop and 
test the middleware underlying the eGi grid.

in delivering resources into the AtlAS experiment, 
the tieR2 site based here at melbourne connected 
into the eGi grid sustained reliability and availability 
figures above 95% throughout the year, providing 
more than 1.3 million cPu hours into to the grid and 
moving more than 380 terabytes of data in, and 21 
terabytes of data out of the site. 

locally the group represented the world wide 
lhc computing grid at the third ieee international 
Scalable computing challenge, at the 10th ieee/
Acm international Symposium on cluster, cloud 
and Grid computing. the team has fostered groups 
in neuropsychiatry and earth Science into cluster 
computing, and is working with the eResearch group 
within itS to ensure that Physics researchers have 
access to appropriate university hPc resources. the 
team is continuously engaged national initiatives, 
such as ARcS, nectAR and RDSi, working closely 
with them to inform process.

tom fifield and martin Sevior continued their 
leadership of the belle ii Distributed computing 
group. the belle ii Distributed computing solution 
builds upon the established DiRAc1 and glite2 
middleware stacks. we have extended DiRAc to 
allow it to submit to the open Science Grid, which is 
widely deployed in the uSA and to cloud resources, 
initially the commercial Amazon elastic computing 
cloud (ec2). this substantially lowers the barriers of 
entry for sophisticated applications to grid computing 
as it is not necessary to install the complex and 
rapidly changing libraries and their dependencies 
throughout the grid. furthermore we have achieved 
interoperability between virtualized cloud resources, 
general grid resources which employ 3 different 
flavours of grid middlewear and local computing 
clusters. the ability to submit to virtual resources 
provided by cloud vendors is particularly important 
given the growing interest in providing these 
resources to the Academic community. 

our solution was employed as part of the belle 
monte-carlo production program in 2010. using a 
combination of glite grid sites, commercial cloud 
resources from Amazon ec2 and local computer 
clusters we generated over 270 million simulated 
events for the belle experiment. our investigations 
have been reported in 6 conference presentations, 
is the subject of an Amazon.com case study, was 
reported in Australian it and in a university of 
melbourne podcast.

(endnotes)
1  DiRAc: http://lhcbweb.pic.es/DiRAc/
2  glite: http://glite.cern.ch/
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DR jeff mccAllum

the microanalytical Research centre (mARc) 
undertakes research in the areas of advanced 
materials and device fabrication and characterisation. 
Research strengths are predominantly in the 
areas of silicon and diamond materials and device 
development, with a particular focus on ion beam 
processing and ion beam analysis. 2010 marked the 
end of an era as the Australian Research council 
centre of excellence for Quantum computer 
technology (cQct), which has been a dominant 
part of the research effort in the mARc group for 
the past ten years, reached the end of its funding 
life. Gratifyingly, a new research alliance, locally lead 
by Prof. lloyd hollenberg and Prof. David jamieson, 
that brings together core components of the cQct 
program and a range of new programs in quantum 
communications was successful in the recent round 
of centre of excellence bids. the coe for Quantum 
computation and communications technology, 
cQc2t will commence operation in 2011. over the 
past ten years the cQct has enjoyed considerable 
international success for its groundbreaking research 
into quantum device development and measurement 
and this research will continue and extend into 
new areas in cQc2t. the experimental programs 
undertaken by the mARc group in the areas of 
single ion implantation, lead by Prof. jamieson, 
for single atom quantum bit (qubit) formation and 
materials characterisation and development, lead 
by Dr jeff mccallum will continue, along with the 
theory programs lead by Prof. hollenberg. in other 
research, Prof. jamieson also leads the melbourne 
contribution to the Atomic functionalities in Silicon 
Devices (AfSiD) project that is funded through 
the european union Seventh framework and the 
diamond group within mARc is lead by Prof. Steven 
Prawer with considerable input from Dr Andrew 
Greentree. this group has a strong international 
reputation in the field of diamond-based quantum 
optics and quantum computing and its involvement 
in the consortium awarded $42m in 2009 to develop 
the bionic eye has been a major research focus 
throughout 2010. the mARc group also has strong 
research linkages with the Australian national 
university, Royal melbourne institute of technology 
and other research groups worldwide.

the cQct’s quantum device (ion beam) program 
at the university of melbourne works in close 
collaboration with the quantum device program 
at the university of new South wales. over the 
past decade the group has perfected an integrated 
method of counting single atoms into silicon devices 
that is a very reliable form of deterministic doping.  A 
highlight of 2010 has been the publication in nature 
of the paper “Single-shot readout of an electron spin 
in silicon”, A. morello et al. nature 467, 687–691, 
2010. this paper is the culmination of this teams 
work on transfer of single electrons between a gate-
defined quantum dot structure and a small number 
of phosphorus donors implanted nearby and is a 
milestone in the development of solid-sate quantum 
computing devices. locally, the mARc group has 
also worked on further development of a scanned 
nano-scale aperture system that collimates an ion 
beam to less than 100 nm and allows nanometer 
scale arrays of implanted dopants to be achieved. 
this system will, when it is fully functional, provide 
precise control over the location of single ion 
implants and is expected to be an important tool for 
further developments in deterministic doping.

the cQct’s materials Program at the university 
of melbourne utilises a number of defect 
characterization techniques in order to provide 
process control for the centre and to provide advice 
to the centre on optimal processing strategies and 
defect control in its device structures. in 2010, 
the electron capture cross-section, for interfacial 
traps at the silicon-dioxide /silicon interface, and its 
temperature dependence was measured for centre 
oxides. carrier recombination has an important 
impact on device performance and has prompted 
many studies on the carrier capture cross section. 
however, reported values vary widely possibly 
due to a poor interpretation of experimental results 
or a dependence of the capture cross section on 
the growth conditions of the oxide so this was an 
important measurement which would allow better 
comparison of centre oxides with those from other 
sources.

the diamond group receives considerable national 
and international recognition for its work on 
development of optical centres in diamond for 
potential applications in quantum computing and 
for its work in engineering of diamond structures. 
in 2010, the groups work on a new diamond optical 
centre, a cr-related centre, continued to receive 
international attention resulting in the following 
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publication in Physical review b: i. Aharonovich, et 
al. chromium single-photon emitters in diamond 
fabricated by ion implantation, PRb, 81, 121201, 
2010. the group’s work on mev and focused ion 
beam processing of diamond to form free-standing 
membranes, waveguide, photonic and cavity 
structures continues to develop and has strong 
international and industry linkages in this important 
area for future quantum optical and engineering 
applications of diamond. the group’s involvement in 
the consortium that secured $42m funding from the 
Australian government to develop the bionic eye has 
been a flagship program in 2010 and their work on 
development of an electrically-conductive diamond 
electrode array to interface with the optic nerve has 
enjoyed considerable success and good press. 

the education infrastructure fund/Superscience 
heavy ion Accelerator Project, which is jointly 
managed between Anu and university of 
melbourne, commenced funding in the latter half 
of 2009 and will provide $1.3m over the next three 
years to develop equipment and resources for the 
Pelletron laboratory. this important funding boost 
will revitalise and restore a key component of our 
core infrastructure and there are a number of exciting 
developments planned for 2011. During 2010, as the 
bionic eye and other projects have gotten underway, 
an influx of new postdoctoral fellows has arrived in 
the mARc group and this has bought a new wave 
of enthusiasm and ideas to the group which augurs 
well for an exciting and productive 2011.
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PRofeSSoR lloyD 
hollenbeRG
DePuty DiRectoR AnD melbouRne 

noDe DiRectoR

the centre for Quantum computer technology 
(cQct) was successfully extended as a new 
centre of excellence – the centre for Quantum 
computation and communication technology 
(cQc2t) – with funding to the end of 2017. the 
School of Physics retains its place as a significant 
node within the cQc2t structure with lloyd 
hollenberg taking up the role of centre Deputy 
Director. the School hosts centre programs in 
quantum device theory, quantum sensing, and 
deterministic atom implantation, involving 6 
postdoctoral fellows and 11 research students. 
for the final year of cQct there were a number of 
significant research highlights:

SinGle electRon SPin ReADout – moRello 
et Al, nAtuRe 2010

Probably the most significant breakthrough towards 
silicon qubit technology, the achievement of the 
readout of  a single electron spin associated with a 
phosphorus donor in 
silicon opens the way 
for coherent control 
and manipulation 
of electron spins as 
qubits. School of 
Physics researchers 
were involved in 
this work through 
atom implantation 
of the donors (David 
jamieson, changyi 
yang, jessica 
van Donkelaar) 
and supporting 
background theory 
(lloyd hollenberg). 

toPoloGicAl coRRecteD QuAntum 
communicAtion – fowleR et Al, PhySicAl 
Review letteRS 2010

one of the most exciting developments in quantum 
error correction over the past few years has been 
the discovery of topological encoding which protects 
information encoded in physical qubit arrays from 

environmental and control errors with relatively high 
thresholds. Austin fowler et al developed a highly 
robust quantum communication protocol based on 
topological error correction. this theory program 
has also produced the first nearest neighbour array 
error threshold over 1%, several orders of magnitude 
better than the original Steane code thresholds, and 
is significant for the physical realisation of quantum 
computing.  

QuAntum meASuRement in A livinG 
cell – mcGuinneSS et Al, nAtuRe 
nAnotechnoloGy 2011

cQct researchers in the School 
have achieved the first quantum 
measurement of a single quantum 
spin qubit in a living cell. the 
application of single spin qubit 
technology as sensors in biological 
systems has received considerable 
attention in recent years. of 
particular interest is the nitrogen-
vacancy defect in diamond. 
however, until now there had been 
no demonstration of the ability to 
control the quantum properties of 
the nitrogen-vacancy spin qubit at 
room temperature in a biological 
environment. A team initiated and 
led by lloyd hollenberg comprising 
researchers from cQct and including researchers 
from across the university campus in chemistry 
(Paul mulvaney), chemical and biomolecular 
engineering (frank caruso, Annie yan), Quantum 
optics (Robert Scholten) and the materials 
institute (Steven Prawer) successfully incorporated 
nanodiamonds containing nitrogen-vacancy qubits 
into a living human cancer (hela) cell and carried 
out quantum measurements and orientation tracking 
based on the quantum properties of the probe.  

electRic fielD SenSinG uSinG A SinGle 
QuAntum SPin in DiAmonD – DolDe et Al, 
nAtuRe PhySicS 2011  

based on theory developed by PhD student marcus 
Doherty, researchers at Stuttgart university have 
demonstrated the surprising fact that the magnetic 
spin levels of the nitrogen-vacancy centre in 
diamond can be exploited as a nanoscale electric 
field sensor. this opens up a new pathway for the 
application of this system to sensing electric fields in 
nano-environments at room temperature, including 
biological systems.  

cqct/
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ARC projects

the mmi supported a number of successful 
ARc linkage and Discovery grants (totalling to 
$9,229,000), including research in bionic vision 
science and technology, advanced fluorescence 
imaging facility, fabrication strategies for diamond-
based quantum devices, designing the quantum 
classical interface, diamond-based uv emitting 
devices, and quantum computer technology.

MMI Interdisciplinary Seed Funding 

the mmi was pleased to support nine successful 
bids for the 2010 interdisciplinary Seed-funding 
Scheme, awarding each project between $10,000 
and $40,000. the supported research teams will 
focus on achieving the following goals:

•	 fabricating metal nanowire metamaterials 
(materials that allow to control of the 
propagation of light) to create an ‘invisibility’ 
cloak.

•	 Detecting free radicals and oxidative stress in 
cultural materials using quantum dots (aka 
semiconductor nanocrystals) to bring insight 
into their conservation.

•	 Developing “theragnostic” nanodiamonds: 
fluorescent biomarkers for quantum sensing 
and therapeutic delivery in living cells.

•	 Strengthening titania nanoparticle networks for 
solar cells. 

•	 understanding degenerative changes in 
osteoarthritis.

•	 engineering the removal of asbestos fibres from 
the lung.

•	 Developing ‘StAR nanobombs’ (drug delivery 
vehicles) for targeted and effective cancer 
eradication.

•	 Producing nanolens arrays for sensitive high-
resolution fluorescence microscopy.

•	 Developing bacterial colonies as living ion 
sponges for the removal of heavy metal toxins 
from waste water.

mmi-cSiRo PhD ScholARShiPS

in partnership with the cSiRo Division of materials 
Science and engineering, the mmi has launched 
an initiative to offer six competitive tax-free PhD 
scholarships of AuD $30,000 p.a. and fee remission 
for the duration of three and a half years to 
outstanding local and international students pursuing 
doctorate research in materials science from 2011. 

under this scheme, the successful applicants are 
invited to be co-supervised by a researcher at 
cSiRo. Supported PhD projects encompass diverse 
topics including generation of electricity from waste 
heat using thermoelectric, production and application 
of nanostructured advance metals and alloys, 
plasmonic nanoantenna and quantum computing, 
and the role of the embryo in intergenerational 
transmission of cardiomyocyte deficits.

PARtneRShiPS

Defence Science Institute

in october 2010, the mmi has launched the Defence 
Science institute (DSi), the new strategic partnership 
established between the university of melbourne 
and the Defence Science and technology 
organisation (DSto), to tackle the complex 
challenges faced by the Australian Defence force 
(ADf). under the leadership of Professor Steven 
Prawer, Director of the mmi and the interim Director 
of the DSi, the institute has brought together 
researchers from bio 21, the Parkville neurosciences 
facility, the DSto, national ict Australia (nictA), 
other victorian universities and industry partners 
to work towards future-proofing the nation’s 
defence sciences. the issues the institute tackle 
include bioterrorism, human platforms, signature 
management, energy & propulsion systems, radar 
on a chip, and data management.

Bionic Vision Australia

melbourne materials institute (mmi) is a member 
of the $42 million bionic vision Australia (bvA) 
consortium.  bvA is developing a bionic eye to 
restore some sense of vision to people with 
degenerative forms of vision impairment, such 
as retinitis pigmentosa or age-related macular 
degeneration. two prototypes are currently being 
developed: a wide-view neurostimulor device 
and a high- acuity neurostimulator device. the 
mmi team, led by Professor Steven Prawer, is 
working in collaboration with researchers from 
nictA on the development of biocompatible, 
high-density electrode arrays for the high-acuity 
device. the electrode array is based on nitrogen-
doped ultrananocrystalline diamond and will be 
encapsulated in a biocompatible and thermally-
insulating diamond case.
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the outstanding achievements of cXS members 
were recognised by a number of prestigious 
awards. the Deputy Director, Professor leann 
tilley, was awarded the bancroft-mackerras 
medal of the Australian Society of Parasitology for 
her contributions to malaria Research. the 2010 
David Syme Prize for Research was awarded to 
Associate Professor harry Quiney for his work on 
biomolecular imaging.  Associate Professor Rob 
Scholten was awarded the Alan walsh medal 
for his services to industry by the Australian 
institute of Physics and made a presentation to 
the AiP congress about moGlabs, the company 
formed to commercialise this research. Dr connie 
Darmanin received the 2010 Payne-Scott Award 
which commemorates a champion of the rights 
of working women at cSiRo. we also heartily 
congratulate Associate Professor Andrew Peele, 
the leader of the cXS experimental methods 
Program, on his appointment in December 2010 to 
a national leadership role as the Science Director 
of the Australian Synchrotron.

the centre is fortunate in having access to the 
wise counsel of a Scientific Advisory board who 
are deeply committed to the continuing success 
of cXS. we thank Professor john helliwell, Dr 
Stephen lane and Professor bonnie wallace for 
having maintained their involvement with our 
activities over what is now a long period of time 
and over distances that have always been very 
long indeed. 

A number of initiatives were undertaken in 2010 
in the field of super-resolution fluorescence 
microscopy, in which we are providing leadership 
to the Australian biological imaging community. 
cXS organized a Super-Resolution optical 
microscopy workshop at the melbourne 
convention centre on 1 october as part of 
the international ozbio2010 conference. the 
workshop was attended by leading physicists, 
chemists and biologists in this field and offered 
a glimpse of the potential of these emerging 
imaging technologies. the centre is actively 
participating in the development of these 
technologies through its laser physics programs 
and through its management of the cellular nano-
imaging consortium (cnic). we are committed 

tAniA Smith - chief 
oPeRAtinG officeR

2010 has been another year of outstanding 
achievements for the ARc centre of excellence for 
coherent X-ray Science (cXS). the centre continues 
to adhere to its commitment to achieve an inter-
disciplinary research collaboration of the highest 
international standing while engaging with the 
broader Australian community through its outreach 
program. 

we were privileged, for example, to have hosted a 
lunch with nobel laureate, Professor Ada yonath, 
at the lorne Protein Structure and function meeting 
(7-11 february). She spoke inspirationally to a 
group of women protein scientists of her passion 
for research in biomolecular chemistry.  we were 
able to convey a similar passion for curiosity-driven 
research to secondary school students through 
the Growing tall Poppies (GtP) initiative, which 
is a partnership involving Santa maria college 
northcote, cXS and Akorn education Services. this 
program provides an authentic research experience 
for students to demystify the transition between 
secondary school and a university environment. it is 
clear from the comments of the participants that this 
program is of immense value to both the students 
and their cXS mentors. we were particularly 
fortunate to have had the active participation of two 
distinguished physicists, Professor henry Kapteyn 
and Professor margaret murnane of the university of 
colorado, in our end of year GtP conference event. 
margaret gave the students a personal and uplifting 
insight into her research as a physicist, encouraging 
all of the students at the event to persevere if their 
goal is to achieve a career in science.   

the video “Röntgen: A bright spark” produced by 
ten students from St helena’s School, funded by 
cXS and the victorian Department of education and 
early childhood Development and developed by 
our node at la trobe university won the prestigious 
‘Sleek Geek’ eureka Prize for 2010. the winners 
were treated to a glamorous award ceremony, where 
they met the original Sleek Geek, Dr Karl Kruszelnicki 
and a number of eminent Australians. we are proud 
of the success of our outreach program and the 
positive impact that it is having on the lives of young 
Australians.  
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The Ultracold Plasma Source team

Science at work

CXS student office

to ensuring that all victorian scientists have access to the 
super-resolution microscopy tools that they require to be 
internationally competitive as research leaders. 

the application of X-ray free-electron laser technologies 
in biological imaging promises to revolutionise the 
determination of biomolecular structures for rational drug 
design in pharmacology. therefore, we are delighted 
that cXS signed a memorandum of understanding with 
our colleague Professor tetsuya ishikawa of the RiKen 
harima institute, Spring-8 centre, japan.  our regional 
engagement included the invitation of cXS members 
as invited speakers at the 3rd Asia-Pacific workshop 
on Xfel Science in hokkaido during october; we will 
reciprocate this honour by organising the 4th workshop 
of the series in cairns in August 2011.  

this was the first year in which the Attosecond Physics 
Program at Griffith university has been an official node 
of cXS and we warmly welcome the group leaders 
Associate Professor David Kielpinski and Associate 
Professor Robert Sang, their staff and students to the 
centre. this project is already producing impressive 
results, including fundamental studies of the strong-field 
interaction physics of atomic hydrogen and a scheme to 
measure time intervals measured in zeptoseconds! the 
group were gracious hosts of an enjoyable workshop 
in brisbane and we are looking forward to a fruitful 
collaboration involving our newest cXS node.

the research across cXS has been outstanding, 
especially in the quality of publications produced in 
highly-ranked journals. there have been many invitations 
to international conferences and we have developed a 
stronger presence in the international X-ray and optical 
imaging communities. it is particularly pleasing to note 
that we can now point to strong collaborations and a 
number of inter-disciplinary publications across the 
physical, chemical and biological sciences. it is our view 
that this success is a direct consequence of the openness 
of our collaboration and the importance that we place on 
frequent communication between the nodes. it hasn’t 
always been an easy process, but there is no doubt that 
our claim to be world-leaders in this field is supported by 
our achievements. 

thanks to all of the participants of cXS for creating 
and maintaining such an exciting and vibrant research 
environment. we are excited by what can be achieved 
when physicists and biologists set their minds to working 
together. it is a strong indication that the collaborations 
within cXS are growing stronger and is a positive 
indicator for the success of future interdisciplinary 
collaborations within Australia. 

 www.coecXS.oRG
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can be created in arbitrary shapes by appropriate 
patterning of the excitation laser beam, and because 
the electrons are so cold, that pattern is retained 
during propagation (see figure).  we used the 
patterning ability to create a sinusoidal pattern of 
electrons, and precisely characterised the spatial 
coherence of the source from measurements of the 
visibility of the pattern after propagation.  the Alan 
walsh medal for services to industry was awarded 
to Robert Scholten in 2010 by the Australian institute 
of Physics, for commercialisation of developments 
in laser technology which stem from the ultracold 
plasma project.

the X-ray, atomic and condensed matter physics 
group [chris chantler, Zwi barnea], had great 
successes in attracting large ARc DP funds 
on advanced X-ray developments, and a major 
$1.5m lief grant to foster access to synchrotrons 
especially for the X-ray community across Australia. 
During 2010, we published an 19 papers in high-
profile journals including PRl on diverse topics 
including new relativistic atomic theory, transition 
metals, new condensed matter theory on cluster 
analysis and especially papers in jPc letters on the 
first experimental data for low energy inelastic mean 
free Paths of photoelectrons, with applications to 
X-ray science and microscopy; our citations for the 
year exceeded 240. chantler’s international roles 
have also been very fruitful, including especially 
taking over as editor-in-chief of the international 
interdisciplinary journal Radiation Physics and 
chemistry, which also saw its impact factor jump by 
almost 30%. excitement has also continued relating 
to XeRt (created by chantler, barnea and students), 
the non-destructive measurement of nano-
roughness (chantler, Glover et al.) and the incipient 
field of inelastic mean free path measurement. 
2010 also saw the publication of a major new test of 
Quantum electro-Dynamics in hydrogenic vanadium. 
more exciting results are being actively developed by 
the experimental students in the group.
 

ASSociAte PRofeSSoR 
RobeRt Scholten

Research into plasmonics and metamaterials, led by 
Ann Roberts and supported by an ARc Discovery 
Project, has also led to the development of a new 
nanophotonic metamaterials. in particular, a paper 
in nano letters described a compact plasmonic 
lens that produces a three dimensional focus. the 
work was recognised with the award of a new ARc 
Discovery Project commencing in 2011 investigating 
active optical nanoantennas. Dr Daniel Gomez was 
also successful in receiving a Australian Research 
council Australian Postdoctoral fellowship to 
study quantum dot spacers.  Ann Roberts and 
Keith nugent continued with their work on an ARc 
funded linkage Project in collaboration with herma 
technologies aiming at developing novel front-
projection screens. During 2010 research fellow, Dr 
jessica Kvansakul has led the fabrication and testing 
several novel designs.

in the diamond quantum sensing project, led by 
Robert Scholten, we demonstrated quantum 
measurement and orientation tracking of fluorescent 
nanodiamonds inside living cells.  the experiments 
used optically detected magnetic resonance of 
individual fluorescent nanodiamond nitrogen-
vacancy centres inside living human cancer cells, 
to measure their location, orientation, spin levels 
and spin coherence times with nanoscale precision. 
Quantum coherence was measured through Rabi 
and spin-echo sequences over long periods, and 
orientation was tracked with 1° angular precision 
over acquisition times less than 100ms. 

the ultracold plasma cold electron experiment is a 
collaboration with the tcmP group (ARc Discovery 
Project high-resolution electron diffraction imaging 
for the nanosciences; Allen, nugent, Roberts and 
Scholten) and with the ARc centre of excellence in 
coherent X-ray Science. in 2010 we demonstrated 
the unique capabilities of a new source of ultracold 
and spatially coherent electrons, developed at 
melbourne.  laser-cooled and trapped atoms are 
first excited with an on-resonant infrared laser, and 
the excited atoms are then photoionised with a 
blue laser pulse tuned precisely to the ionisation 
threshold.  electrons are released with almost zero 
excess energy, such that their temperature is only 
10 Kelvin and their corresponding coherence length 
is 10 nanometres, sufficient for diffraction imaging 
of large bio-molecules.  the initial electron bunch 
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High-harmonic diffraction data obtained using the CXS facilities based at Swinburne. 
This image was highlighted in the Kaleidoscope section of the Physical Review 
website.

Figure below: Plasmonic lenses 
fabricated in silver films of thickenss 
140 nm and designed to have 
geometric focal lengths of (a) +15 mm 
and (b) -15 mm and operate at 850 
nm. The holes are separated by 400 
nm. Meridional slices (25 × 15 mm) 
through the 3D intensity distribution 
(c) produced by lens (a), and (d) by (b).

optics/
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of Prof. Susanne Stemmer from the university 
of california in Santa barbara, published in nano 
letters, in which standardless atom counting using 
scanning transmission electron microscopy was 
demonstrated by determining the number of atoms 
within each column in a gold wedge to within ±1. 
this work was highlighted in the 26 november issue 
of Science. in addition a new technique of position 
averaged convergent beam electron diffraction was 
introduced, a method for correcting the effect of 
specimen drift on coherent diffractive imaging was 
proposed and atomic-resolution chemical mapping 
using energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy was 
demonstrated for the first time. Papers elucidating 
energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy 
based on inner-shell ionization and the extraction of 
physically interpretable data from electron energy-
loss spectra were published. lastly a new quantum 
mechanical model for phonon excitation in electron 
diffraction and imaging was published; work in which 
completing mSc student ben forbes was closely 
involved.

the subgroup of Dr Andy martin produced a 
number of research highlights. the first was the 
proposal of a new technique, via the focusing of 
bose-einstein condensates, for erasable high speed 
lithography of quantum electronic components 
(published in the new journal of Physics). this 
work was carried out in collaboration with Prof. 
t.m. fromold and Prof. P Kruger at the university 
of nottingham (uK). the development of analytic 
tools to investigate the excitation frequencies and 
stationary states of trapped dipolar bose-einstein 
condensates was published in Physical Review A. 
this work was carried out in collaboration with Dr 
D. o’Dell (mcmaster university, canada), and A./
Prof. S.j.j.m.f. Kokkelmans (eindhoven university, 
the netherlands). Dr martin also published an 
invited viewpoint article commenting on a recent 
publication on “time reversal-symmetry breaking 
in circuit QeD-based photon lattices” (with Dr Andy 
Greentree). Additionally, over the last year Dr Andy 
martin co-organised a summer school on the topic 
of ultracold Physics and gave several invited talks 

PRofeSSoR leS Allen

in 2010 the centre for Quantum computer 
technology (cQct) was re-formed as the centre 
for Quantum computation and communication 
technology (cQc2t) for 2011-2017, with Prof. 
michelle Simmons as Director and Prof. lloyd 
hollenberg taking up the role of Deputy Director. 
Prof. hollenberg is leading a number of activities 
in quantum science and technology related to 
cQc2t within the theoretical condensed matter 
Physics group. in 2010 cQct researchers, including 
university of melbourne cQct members, published 
a breakthrough result on the first readout of a single 
electron spin in silicon in nature. other significant 
works published in 2010 include a proposal for 
the real-time detection of membrane ion-channel 
function (Proceedings of the national Academy 
of Sciences), a new technique for ultra-sensitive 
multi-pulse magnetometry for bio applications, 
surface code based quantum communication 
(Physical Review letters), and ab-initio density 
functional theory calculations of the stability of Xe 
centres in diamond. PhD student marcus Doherty 
worked in collaboration with researchers in the 
wrachtrup group (university of Stuttgart) on the 
first electric field detection using nv diamond (this 
paper is in press at nature Physics). Significant 
interactions between the hollenberg group 
and the Scholten experimental group (including 
cross-campus collaborations with Prof. Paul 
mulvaney and Prof. frank caruso) led to the first 
demonstration of quantum measurement of nv spin 
systems in a living cell, demonstrating the basis 
for nanobiomagnetometry and a new method for 
orientation tracking of fluorescent probes in biology. 
Research student graduates for the year supervised 
by Prof. hollenberg include joo chew Ang (PhD), 
Dougal maclaurin (mPhil), and Adrian tregonning 
(mSc).

Prof. les Allen was awarded an ARc Professorial 
fellowship and was appointed to the editorial 
board of ultramicroscopy in may. in february Prof. 
Allen was an invited lecturer at imaging in electron 
microscopy ii, a workshop hosted jointly by the 
interdisciplinary mathematics institute and the 
nanocenter at the university of South carolina. 
his student, Dr Andrew v. martin, was a recipient 
of the chancellor’s Prize for excellence in the PhD 
thesis. the research highlight for the subgroup led 
by Prof. Allen was a paper published with the group 
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nottingham (u.K.), the university of bristol (u.K.) 
imperial college (u.K.), birmingham university (u.K.) 
and the university of newcastle (u.K.).

Qe ii fellow Dr Andy Greentree and his students 
continued their investigations into the jaynes-
cummings-hubbard model (solid-light), quantum 
transport and methods for realising these effects 
in diamond. we were pleased to welcome Dr 
tomljenovic-hanic (ARf) who has been working on 
photonic structures in diamond. major highlights 
included the demonstration of a new hybrid single 
photon platform (nanodiamond in tellurite glass 
fibre) with Prof. tanya monro of university of 
Adelaide, studies of a route to quantum chaos in 
kicked coupled cavities, and a new implementation 
of Aharanov-bohm type oscillations in an adiabatic 
passage system.  outputs from the year included 
11 published journal articles, which includes 
perspectives in nature Photonics (with Prof. Steven 
Prawer) and Physics (with Dr Andy martin). it was 
also pleasing to see the successful completion of 
Dr chun-hsu Su, who completed his PhD in 2010 
(co-supervised with Prof. hollenberg). Dr Greentree 
maintains active collaborations with nii tokyo, hP 
Palo Alto, tu Karlsruhe, unSw and the university of 
Adelaide.
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archive (see paper arXiv:1008.2570 at arxiv.org).  
he continues his membership of the Particle Data 
Group.

nicole bell’s research focus during the year was 
on the extremely important topic of the nature of 
dark matter.  identifying this mysterious substance, 
which accounts for five times as much mass 
density in the universe as does ordinary matter, is 
a holy Grail of astroparticle physics.  with student 
thomas jacques, and international collaborators 
thomas weiler (vanderbilt) and james Dent (Arizona 
State), she studied the bremsstrahlung of w and Z 
bosons during dark matter annihilation processes.  
A collaboration involving Roland crocker, David 
jones (both at mPiK, heidelberg) and csaba balazs 
(monash) explored radio and gamma-ray constraints 
on dark matter annihilation at the centre of the milky 
way.  As well as dark matter annihilation signals 
from astrophysical sources, dark matter may reveal 
its secrets by decaying on cosmological time scales 
into a slightly lighter dark-sector particle and some 
additional very light daughters.  Such a process has 
been invoked to get better agreement between dark 
matter models and cosmic structure.  working with 
research fellow Kalliopi Petraki and PhD student 
Ahmad Galea, bell calculated constraints on the 
lifetime of decaying dark matter, and with the writer 
and Galea an explicit particle physics model of 
unstable dark matter was proposed.

the writer’s research highlights included an 
extension of stochastic superspace supersymmetry 
breaking to models of neutrino mass, in joint work 
with research fellow Archil Kobakhidze and PhD 
student nadine Pesor.  with PhD student jayne 
thompson and Kobakhidze, the idea of domain-wall 
branes and other solitons in lifshitz field theories 
was pioneered.  An extensive analysis with PhD 
student benjamin callen was performed of flavour 
mass hierarchies in a particular domain-wall brane 
model proposed by the writer and his students in 
2008.  classically scale-invariant models continued 
to be developed during 2010 with Kobakhidze 
and research fellow Robert foot.  in a series of 
papers, foot pursued intensive investigations of the 
phenomenology of mirror dark matter at direct dark 
matter detection experiments.

2010 saw the graduation of james Stokes with 
a research mSc under the guidance of tony 
Gherghetta.  the first cohort of new-generation mSc 
students also graduated: iason baldes and nana 
liu.  we welcomed Dr Shrihari Gopalakrishna as a 
senior research fellow working with tony Gherghetta 
for about six months, and towards the end of the 

PRofeSSoR RAy volKAS
the year 2010 was a seminal one for particle physics 
research in Australia.  A university of melbourne led 
collaboration that includes the university of Sydney, 
the university of Adelaide and monash university 
was awarded an Australian Research council centre 
of excellence for Particle Physics at the terascale 
(coePP), with ARc funding of $25.2m augmented 
by about $8m from the participating universities.  
this new centre, the focus of which is tev-scale 
physics at the large hadron collider, will see 
theoretical particle physicists collaborate with our 
colleagues from the experimental particle physics 
group in exploring physics beyond the standard 
model through the AtlAS detector at ceRn, in 
addition to collaborative research between the four 
institutions.  many new post-doctoral fellowship 
appointments will be made in both theory and 
experiment, and perhaps most exciting of all will 
be the creation of a new particle theory group at 
the university of Sydney and a new experimental 
group at the university of Adelaide.  coePP should 
leave a permanent legacy of enhanced capacity in 
particle physics across the nation, and it will give 
us more weight in the international community of 
high-energy physics.  the centre includes several 
overseas universities as partner institutes, and we 
have assembled an international Advisory board 
consisting of extremely eminent particle physicists 
chaired by the Director-General of ceRn, Dr Rolf-
Dieter heuer.  federation fellow Professor tony 
Gherghetta will be a Deputy Director to centre 
Director Professor Geoffrey taylor, and the writer 
will be the Director of the melbourne node.  Public 
outreach will also be a strong component of the 
centre’s activities.

Research in particle theory in 2010 saw tony 
Gherghetta continuing his deep studies of physics 
possibilities beyond the standard model, especially in 
the context of warped extra-dimension models.  in 
collaborative work with mSc student james Stokes, 
research fellows benedict von harling and nicholas 
Setzer, and international collaborators yanou cui 
(harvard) and Steven Abel (Durham), several 
important developments were reported in soft-
wall models, dark matter, emergent electroweak 
symmetry breaking and Seiberg duality.  Professor 
Gherghetta is also a very highly regarded lecturer 
at the top international summer schools, and 2010 
saw him publish his extensive tASi lectures on 
holography and the standard model on the e-print 
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year we welcomed Dr Donatello Dolce who will also 
be working with Gherghetta.  Dr Dolce was most 
recently a research fellow in Professor matthias 
neubert’s group at mainz in Germany.  visitors to the 
group included Raman Sundrum (johns hopkins), 
Steven Abel (Durham), Kristian mcDonald (tRiumf), 
herbert fried (brown), Roland crocker (mPiK 
heidelberg) and tracy Slatyer (Princeton iAS).

the writer was elected as a fellow of the Australian 
Academy of Science and appointed as a divisional 
associate editor for Physical Review letters in 2010.
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mASteR of Science
with the change in curriculum to melbourne model, 
in 2009 the School was pleased to offer an exciting 
alternative to honours, a new two-year masters of 
Science in Physics degree, comprising both course 
work and research project.   
the master of Science - Physics program (Research 
training) offers students an exciting array of topics, 
designed to prepare students for a career as a 
professional physicist and beyond.  

Students can select seven from the following:
Quantum mechanics
Quantum field theory
General Relativity
Statistical mechanics
Physical cosmology
Particle Physics
condensed matter Physics
optics
experimental methods

Advanced Seminars in:

Astrophysics/Physical cosmology
Particle Physics
condensed matter
optics

Students must undertake one of the following 
Professional tools:

critical Analysis in Science
e-Science
ethics in Science
Systems modelling and Simulation
thinking and Reasoning with Data
Science and communication
Science in context
money, People and Projects

honouRS
the honours year comprises course work (640-
496) and research project (640-497). the content of 
course work may vary from year to year.

fiRSt yeAR SubjectS
Phyc10001/2 Physics 1/2: Advanced 

Phyc10003  Physics 1

Phyc10004  Physics 2: Physical Science &  
   technology

Phyc10005  Physics 1: fundamentals

Phyc10006 Physics 2: life Sciences & environment

Phyc10007 Physics for biomedicine

SeconD yeAR SubjectS
Phyc20009 thermal & classical Physics

Phyc20010 Quantum mechancis & Special Relativity

Phyc20011 electromagnetism & optics

thiRD yeAR SubjectS
Phyc30018 Quantum Physics

Phyc30019 Astrophysics

Phyc30016 electrodynamics

Phyc30014 laboratory work A

Phyc30011 Sub-atomic Physics

Phyc30012 computational Physics

Phyc30013 Principles & Applications of Sensors

Phyc30014/5 laboratory work A/b

Phyc30017  Statistical Physics

Phyc30020 Quantum Systems
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offered/
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DiSclAimeR

the university has used its best 
endeavours to ensure that material 
contained in this publication was correct 
at the time of printing. the university 
gives no warranty and accepts no 
responsibility for the accuracy or 
completeness of information and the 
university reserves the right to make 
changes without notice at any time in its 
absolute discretion. 
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information about individuals, the 
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2000 and the Health Records Act 2001.

for further information refer to:  
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